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 Article 1  

Accounts and Finances 

a) The draft accounts for the PCC for the financial year 2019 have been 
produced but they appear to contain a number of discrepancies. Please 
produce examined accounts for the financial years 2018 and 2019, 
signed off by the examiner.  

2018 accounts See appendix 1a  

2019 accounts See appendix 1b 

The accounts for 2019 have been with the examiner for several months. Due 

to a backlog caused by Covid, the Vicar and Wardens have been informed it 

is not possible to have them signed off in time for the visitation. The 

unexamined  and uncorrected 2019 accounts have been deposited with the 

Charity Commission and when we have the corrected 2019 accounts they will 

be published, approved by the PCC, signed and put before the annual 

meeting of the parishioners before being deposited with the Diocese and the 

Charity Commission.   

The treasurer alerted the PCC to an anomaly in the accounts due to an error 

placing shop income under general income, the income stream hadn’t been 

clearly allocated and once this was explained to the treasurer it was corrected 

and no totals were changed.  

Excerpt from PCC minutes 11/09/2020 (full PCC minutes in appendix of 

article 7) 
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b) Concerns have been raised about a continuing deficit being run by the
PCC. Please produce a revenue and expenditure budget for 2020 and
2021.
See document entitled ‘Wymondham Abbey 2020 Management Accounts &

2021 Budget’ (Appendix 1c) and ‘Notes on management accounts’ (Appendix

1d).

There have been a number of people involved in finance over the past years 

with four treasurers over the past 7 years alone. Each change in personnel 

inevitably causes changes in the accounting system, reduces transparency 

and makes it easier for inadvertent errors to occur.  In 2018 Mthr Catherine, 

the Wardens and PCC appointed Craig Davies of NSBA as treasurer to 

modernise the accounts and implement up-to-date software (QuickBooks 

Online) making them more usable and easier to extract information from.  

No official 2020 budget was produced but Craig Davies provided financial 

information for the PCC at various times. 

Wymondham Abbey has been in deficit for many years and Vicar, Wardens 

and PCC regularly discuss the ongoing finances to look at ways of a 

sustainable future.  
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Excerpt from PCC minutes 22/05/2019  

 

Excerpt PCC minutes 16/10/2019 
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PCC minutes 13th October 2019 

 

 

c)  Complaints have been received from Michael Armstrong (now 
deceased) about the misappropriation of a £10,000 donation to the PCC 
intended to fund a specific project to improve the sound quality within 
the Abbey. Please explain what response the abbey has made to these 
complaints and why the PCC has felt free to expend money on a 
different system in the light of the forceful representations from Mr 
Armstrong that this should not happen. 
 
Money was left by Mr. King for Mr Armstrong to distribute to charities in 

Wymondham.  Following Mr King’s funeral where Mr Armstrong was unable to 

be heard, he donated £10,000 from Mr King’s estate as a restricted gift to 

upgrade the sound system of Wymondham Abbey. Mr. Henderson provided a 
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quote of £9,990.99 to purchase and relocate 2 new speakers.  Due to the 

acoustic delay in the abbey, the requirement for microphones and the ability 

to play music a more sophisticated and up to date system was required and 

the work was put out for tender. Mr Henderson was unable to install a sound 

system of this size and the work was given to About Sound from Cambridge. 

The quality and size of the recommended system was significantly more than 

£10,000 and the Friends of the Abbey provided the additional funds. 

Mrs. Ireland and Mr. Henderson complained as the work was not given to Mr. 

Henderson.  The money was given and restricted for the sound system but 

was not restricted to being carried out by Mr Henderson. 

The Vicar was asked to meet Bishop Alan Winton on three occasions to 

discuss this matter.  She attended all the meetings.  She advised Bishop Alan 

that the PCC would be very happy to return the money, but it needed to be 

done in line with charity commission rules and regulations.  This was not 

followed up by those representing Mr Armstrong.   

This matter is summarised in the letter Bernard Douglass wrote to Bishop 

Graham dated 02/10/2020 (appendix 1e).  

It is unclear why the diocese continues to ask questions about this matter 

when the Vicar and Wardens have previously answered all questions and 

provided evidence relating to this. Over the years this matter has taken up a 

huge amount of time providing responses in writing and in person both to 

individual parishioners and the Bishops.  

 

 

d)  Please explain where Mr Armstrong’s restricted gift towards a window 
at Spooner Row is held or how it has been spent and provide a copy of 
any PCC minutes of discussion of this gift. 
 
This money was donated and spent in 2016 prior to Mthr Catherine’s 

appointment as incumbent.  We have no reason to believe that this was 

inaccurately reported in the relevant accounts and the ongoing accounts 

showed no balance from that donation. This would indicate that this gift was 

used in its entirety for the purpose it was intended. If the Diocese believes 
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there are grounds to investigate the use of this gift, enquiries should be 

directed to the people responsible at the time. 

At this time, Spooner Row’s bank account was being managed outside of 

PCC control. On her appointment Mthr Catherine rectified this situation.  

e) Please state what Parish Share the parish has paid to the Diocesan
Board of Finance for 2020, and what the anticipated Parish share
contribution from the Parish to the DBF is expected to be for 2020 and
2021.

Wymondham Abbey has always paid its parish share in full even when this 

required topping up the amount from reserves.  

. 

This is discussed regularly at PCC meetings: 

Excerpt from PCC meeting 20/11/2019 
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Except from PCC meeting 12/02/2020 

 

 

  

Excerpts from PCC minutes 11/09/2020 

 

As mentioned in these excerpts, the drop in income resulting from necessary 

responses to the pandemic has resulted in an enormous unplanned level of deficit. In 

the light of this sudden decrease, the PCC are currently reviewing the finances in 

order to ascertain what is practically possible to pay the DBF while maintaining the 

future of the Abbey.  On the face of it, paying over £107,000, when provisional 

accounts indicate a  loss for the year of £50,000, could be considered nothing other 

than financially reckless. The anticipated Parish share contribution for 2020 is 

therefore zero. 
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Staffing and rental issues have now been addressed to help alleviate the 

financial pressure (see budget and notes). You will see from these Articles 

that these essential cost saving measures have been questioned by the 

Diocese. 

The PCC has made no decision on the payment of the Parish share for 2021. 

However the success of fundraising (and therefore ability to pay share ) in 

2021 is dependent on achieving stability, building links with the community 

being able to take our vision forward. 

f) Please provide management accounts for the PCC for the year 2020 to
the end of November 2020, showing income and expenditure and a
balance sheet as of 30 November 2020.
Since accounts are available for the full year, we are providing this data for

the whole period, rather than to the end of November.

In addition to the management accounts and notes please see documents

‘PCC 2019-20 draft financial statement’ (Appendix 1f) and ‘Movement in

Funds 2020’ (cash balance sheet – Appendix 1g).

For a balance sheet that is comparable to the published accounts, paid

accountancy input is required to accurately establish things like the value of

investments and current value of assets. This is work that is normally done

well after the year end when full data is to hand. These amounts can make a

big difference to the balance sheet but make very little difference to the day-

to-day finances.

Please read ‘Notes on management accounts’ (Appendix 1d) as this provides

essential explanation and commentary on the draft figures.
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Article 1 

Finance 

Appendix 1 

a. 2018 Annual Report and Financial Statements

b. 2019 Annual Report and Financial Statements

c. Wymondham Abbey 2020 Management Accounts & 2021 Budget

d. Notes on 2020 management accounts

e. Letter from Bernard Douglass to Bishop Graham re Armstrong donations

f. 2020 Draft Financial Activities by Class

g. Movement in Funds 2020
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Wymondham Abbey 2020 Management Accounts & 2021 Budget

 2019 
(PY)

2020 2021 
budget

Notes

Expenditures
 1730 Costs of fetes & other events 7,472  20  3,500  Christmas fair

 1801 Giving to missionary societies 80  1,000  100  
 1850 Home mission 1,268  600  

 1860 Web and social media content 9,955  4,000  Less paid content and setup required

 1870 Mission - Consumables 784  1,000  Maintain ongoing mission throughout whole year

 1880 Mission - Equipment 3,589  1,500  Less new equipment required

 Total 1850 Home mission 15,596  7,100  
 1910 Ministry parish share etc (Diocesan) 1,007  4,662  10,000  increased wedding and funeral fees (2019 figures categoried elsewhere)

    Parish share (separated for clarity) 107,000  107,000  107,000  NOTE: parish share has not yet been paid for 2020.

 2001 Wages & Salaries 45,320  37,194  21,600  
 2003 Aviva Pension 1,008  360  
 2010 Employment administration 5,683  2,400  
 2040 Travel and Accommodation 256  300  

 Total 2001 Wages & Salaries 45,320  44,140  24,660  
 2101 Working expenses of incumbent 1,724  138  200  (Difference with 2019 probably due to categorisation)

 2141 Water charges Abbey 173  (see 2420 Church running - water)

 2150 Telephone 3,179  3,710  3,360  
 2170 Education and Training 3,818  1,675  2,000  
 2301 Church running insurance 7,316  Preservation Trust pays insurance, so restricted fund

    2302 Insurance - Spooner Row 607  650  
 Total 2301 Church running insurance 7,316  607  650  see 0550 below

 2310 Church office telephone 157  491  500  
 2320 Organ / piano tuning 3,014  60  2,000  Assuming organ use resumes

 2330 Church maintenance & Cleaning 19,787  8,626  9,000  
    2331 Cleaning 3,238  790  1,200  
 Total 2330 Church maintenance & Cleaning 23,024  9,416  10,200  (Difference with 2019 probably due to categorisation)

 2330.001 Repair and maintenance Spooner Row 185  200  
 2340 Costs of services 14,536  5,702  7,000  

 2345 Verging 1,550  1,500  
 Total 2340 Costs of services 14,536  7,252  8,500  More services, but many items recategoried to Home Mission

 2350 Upkeep of churchyard 1,250  2,537  2,000  Fewer one-off items

 2350.001 Upkeep of churchyard - Spooner Row 600  
 2360 Administration 8,759  1,984  2,000  

 2370 Office Supplies, Postage and Stationery 2,325  2,250  
 2371 Printing 3,483  3,500  
 2372 IT Costs 2,778  2,000  
 2375 Office Equipment 1,158  1,000  

 Total 2360 Administration 8,759  11,727  10,750  
 2361 Bank Charges & Fees 1,761  2,287  1,000  Closing unused accounts and dropping ineffective card readers

 2400 Rent paid 2,400  4,680  1,900  No schoolroom (only self-storage)

 2401 Church running - utilities 10,901  139  
 2410 Church running - gas 2,966  3,500  Increased use

    2440 Church running - electricity 2,430  2,500  Increased use but more efficient lightling

 Total 2401 Church running - utilities 10,901  5,536  6,000  
 2401.001 Church running utilities - Spooner Row 631  1,000  Increased use

 2420 Church running - water 230  350  
 2502 Magazine print costs 889  
 2540 Hall running - utilities 57  1,310  2,500  Increased use

 2550 Hall running - insurance 1,596  800  
 2560 Hall running maintenance 892  1,578  2,000  Allowing for improvement

 2601 Governance costs examination/audit fee 16,721  11,128  8,000  Reduced ongoing book-keeping/accountancy fee

 2602 Legal Fees 7,456  7,358  1,000  Assumes current situation is resolved amicably

 2611 Shop Purchases 7,149  1,422  4,000  
    2612 Cafe purchases 261  500  
 Total 2611 Shop Purchases 7,149  1,684  4,500  
 2701 Church major repairs - structure 2,449  Assume most repairs are covered by grants and restricted funds

 2710 Church major repairs - installation
 2840 Other P.C.C. property upkeep -3,000
 Uncategorised Expenditure 5  

Total Expenditures 273,056  250,688  222,370  

Unrestricted Funds

13/01/2021 https://d.docs.live.net/5f6679e6c3f29730/Documents/Abbey/Accounts/For Articles/Accounts 2020 and Budget 2021 (draft)
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 2019 
(PY)

2020 2021 
budget

Notes

Income
 0101 Regular Gift Aid - Bank 33,498  20,712  27,500  Transfer from planned giving and increasing existing/new donors

 0110 Gift Aid - Envelopes 29,384  4,609  10,000  Assuming collections can resume

 0150 Other regular tax efficient giving 3,000  3,000  
 0201 Other planned giving 750  3,616  4,000  
 0301 Loose plate collections 6,743  1,043  3,000  Assuming collections can resume

 0410 Giving through church boxes 7,377  873  3,000  Assuming Abbey can re-open for visitors for half the year

 0420 Small card donations 237  250  
    0430 Other cash collections 344  1,000  More people allowed at weddings and funerals

 Total 0410 Giving through church boxes 7,377  1,455  4,250  
 0501 One-off Gift Aid gifts 6,383  990  1,000  
 0550 Donations appeals etc 2,050  2,000  
 0601 Tax recoverable on Gift Aid 16,342  11,898  12,400  Calculated as 25% of eligible income from above (rounded to nearest £100)

 0701 Legacies
 0801 Recurring grants 52,861  (Final Heritage Lottery Fund payment)

 08A1 Non recurring one off grants -3,928 30,153  2,250  Assume 3 months of Job Retention Scheme grant

 0910 sales income 20,393  282  
 0911 Shop sales 1,441  7,500  Shop able to reopen at some point

    0912 Cafe sales 1,076  2,500  Café more often and all year

 Total 0910 sales income 20,393  2,799  10,000  
 0950 activities and events 19,709  615  10,000  Christmas fair, assume no summer event

 1020 Bank and building society interest 3,669  
 1030 Rent from lands or buildings 11,053  4,149  10,000  Hall reopened and use extended (offset against covid closure early in 2021)

 1101 Fees for weddings and funerals 13,413  7,507  12,000  Increased weddings, including postponed

 1260 Parish magazine sales 685  29  
 Uncategorised Income 183  

Total Income 218,331  94,808  111,400  

Net Operating Income (Loss) -54,725 -155,880 -110,970

52,275 -48,880 -3,970  Without parish share (paid in 2019 but shown for comparison)

Data from QB accounts as at 31/01/2021

13/01/2021 https://d.docs.live.net/5f6679e6c3f29730/Documents/Abbey/Accounts/For Articles/Accounts 2020 and Budget 2021 (draft)
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Notes on management accounts 

General 
These are not complete full-year accounts for the following reasons: 

• The financial year has only just ended and there will still be some transactions outstanding.
• Year-end 2019: Some starting balances still need to be entered and other starting

corrections may be necessary.
• Year-end 2020: It is normal to make corrections and re-categorise funds at the end of the

year. Investments and assets are also normally revalued at this point. These tasks are
normally done after the year-end, so are still pending.

As the accounts are still being worked on, there might be discrepancies between the different 
summaries taken from the accounts at different times. 

Comparison with 2019: these comparisons use figures as per our accounting software which is only 
the ‘raw data’ that last year’s accounts were produced from. As such, 2019 figures may not match 
the official accounts. 

Restricted Funds 
Most restricted donations have been allocated to the relevant fund (or new funds created), but this 
has not all been matched with qualifying expenditure. For example, a donation for ‘making the 
churchyard welcoming’ has been put in an appropriate fund, but expenses like lights, picnic tables 
and gardening haven’t been allocated to that fund yet, so are still shown as expenses in the 
unrestricted fund. 

Some direct grants (for full payment of a particular item) may not have been recorded as restricted 
yet. 

Some funds are ‘overdrawn’, in other words some of the costs will need to be ‘paid for’ out of 
unrestricted funds. While the Lighting fund will be overdrawn at this year end, the Friends have 
undertaken to cover the cost of this project. 

Most of the restricted funds with small or overdrawn balances will be taken to zero at the year-end 
by finding qualifying expenditure or making transfers from unrestricted funds. 
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2020 Financial Activities 
(previously called Profit and Loss) 

It is most representative to consider just the unrestricted fund when gauging ongoing costs, 
particularly when comparing years. This excludes large, one-off, grant-funded projects such as sound 
system, lighting, and major repairs. 

More categories have been used this year to get a better breakdown of costs, as part of ongoing 
improvement aimed at making the accounts more useful and transparent. However, this needs to be 
taken into account when making comparisons with previous years. 

Income 
• Majority of drop due to not taking cash collections, previously amounting to about £1,500 a

week or nearly £80,000 per year.
• Events income has fallen by around £20k due to in ability to hold fairs due to covid.
• Hall income has fallen around £7k due to covid.

Expenditure 
• Costs remained similar to previous years, despite one-off and ongoing covid costs.
• Cost reduction measures such as redundancies have largely not taken effect in 2020, and

some have incurred one-off costs (such as HR fees)

Major Costs 
1. £100k Parish Share – Paid up to and including 2019.
2. £45k Salaries/employment costs – note that this can be offset in 2020 by £16.5K of Job

Retention Scheme (furlough) payments (currently included in ‘one-off grants’ income
category)

3. £15k Home mission – this category includes all ministry outside church services. Due to the
change in how ministry is delivered, some of the ‘2340 Costs of Services’ have moved here,
but there are also increases in youth work and web content. The £10k Web and Social Media
aspect includes one-off website development as well as costs for content, production and
awareness-raising of online ministry.

4. £11k Administration
5. £11k Governance (accounts and audit)
6. £10k Maintenance and cleaning

Summary 
The bottom line is that 2020 income has fallen by around £100k compared with 2019, with costs 
remaining steady. This results in a loss of around £50k before Parish Share is taken into account. 
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2021 Budget 
The ‘Notes’ column indicates reasons for expected changes from 2020 figures, but in relation to the 
major costs above: 

1. Parish Share
2. Salaries – redundancy savings should fully apply in 2021 and no further HR costs are

expected.
3. Home mission – One-off setup and equipment costs can be saved and there will be much

reduced need for paid content. It is expected that youth and community work will be
expanded.

4. Administration – less IT advice needed for 2021. Increase in activity will hopefully be offset
by increased availability of volunteers. Otherwise, limited scope for cost saving.

5. Governance – due to book-keeping improvements it should be much easier to audit,
reducing fees. Similarly, there will be less work for a paid treasurer/accountant.

6. Maintenance and cleaning – limited scope for cost saving.

Other areas for review: 

• Card payment/donation fees – rental and service fees seem very high and need reviewing
for cost-effectiveness considering associated takings.

• Bank fees – closing remaining unused accounts would save around £200/year plus
accountancy and administration cost/time.

• Utilities – currently being reviewed by Fabric Officer

Fundraising 
It is assumed that normal cash collections will resume in mid-late 2021, and that it will be possible 
for the Christmas fair to go ahead. 

However, the prospects for fundraising and increasing the regular giving depend heavily on the 
outcome of the Visitation. For successful fundraising the following three conditions are required: 

1. A vision that is manifestly in-line with Christian goals but can also be supported by the wider
community

2. Stable organisation with Diocesan support so vision can realistically be executed without
interference

3. People who are prepared to ask others for money to support the vision.

It is currently not clear whether the Diocese accepts and supports the vision of the PCC and Vicar. 
This uncertainty inhibits active fundraising as the fundraisers cannot in good conscience say that the 
money will go towards their vision or be spent to benefit the community of Wymondham. 
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Movement in Funds 2020

Data from QB accounts as at 13/01/2021

 At 1.1.20 

 Net 
movement 

in funds 

 Transfers 
between 

funds 
 At 

31.12.20 
£ £ £ £

Unrestricted funds
General fund 21,572  (45,828)  68,864  1 44,608  
R Hyams 138,274   -  -  138,274  
F Buttolph 71,080  - (68,864) 1 2,216  

230,926   (45,828)  - 185,098 

Restricted funds
Spooner Row fabric 10,246  -  -  10,246  
Altar cloth 753   -  -  753   
Altar frontal - (2,948) - (2,948) 
Spooner Row churchyard 5,000   (660) - 4,340 
Abbey churchyard - 54 - 54 
Churchyard lights - 4 - 4 
External Sockets - (242) - (242) 
9.15am Eucharist service 2,000   - -  2,000 
Creation of new website 2,482   - -  2,482 
Foodboxes - 80 - 80 
Vicar and Church Wardens Fund - (56) - (56) 
Insurance - 384 - 384 
Vicarage legal fees - (260) - (260) 
New Sound System 55,186  2, 4 (15,184) - 40,002 2

Lighting - (53,760) 3 - (53,760) 3

Admin assistant to Vicar 823   1,360 - 2,183 

76,490  (71,229)  - 5,261 

Endowment funds
Bailey 15,090  -  -  15,090  

TOTAL FUNDS 322,506   (117,057)  3 - 205,449 3

Notes

2. At start of year, the Sound System Fund was made up of £45k of asset and £10k of cash (accounting system
recommended by examiners). This year's £15k invoices will create a cash shortfall of around £5k but a final asset
value of 60k before depreciation.
The opening and subsequent balances included the £10k 'Armstrong' donation which has now been used in its
entirety in the purchase of this asset.

3. The Friends have agreed to pay for the lighting, so this shortfall is unlikely to be presented in this way in the final
accounts. The value may be shown as an asset (as 1. above) or this may be considered as a downpayment and put in
2021 (since work hasn't started so there is no asset yet).
Either way, the 'real' situation is that that the marked TOTALs should both be around £50k more

1. This transfer is a loan from the Botolph Fund for payment of the Parish Share. It is understood that VCW can
request that this money is repaid from General Fund when funds allow.

13/01/2021https://d.docs.live.net/5f6679e6c3f29730/Documents/Abbey/Accounts/For Articles/Accounts 2020 and Budget 2021 (draft)
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Article 2  

Clergy Discipline 

Before answering these questions, we would like to make you aware of the context 

here at Wymondham Abbey. There is a very sorry long history of ill will towards the 

Clergy and some Wardens. 

Mthr Catherine is not the first Vicar to receive complaints from some of these 

complainants, there is a small group  of individuals who openly boast of their ability 

to remove clergy or make life difficult for them. To quote a Mother’s Union member 

who had just listed all the previous clergies’ failings  “ if we don’t like a Vicar we 

make things so uncomfortable for him that he leaves”.  

“We don’t want a woman incumbent .She won’t last here. We’ll get rid of her” 

Over the last 20 years curates, assistant priests and vicars have always left their 

posts early.   

On hearing of her appointment one Wymondham resident said to Mthr Catherine 

“You won’t leave will you? They all do you know” 

Curate David Oldham (Coles) “Why didn’t anyone warn me about these unpleasant 

people?”  He left the following week. Another former priest  “My time at Wymondham 

Abbey has scarred my soul” 

This is an excerpt written by Martin Smith (Vicar of Wymondham 2001-2006) 
(http://www.attleboroughchurch.org.uk/news-and-events/fr-martin-celebrates-50-years-since-his-

ordination-to-the-priesthood) 

“So, it was with great sadness that we answered our Bishop’s desperate call to  spend my last 
five years before retirement in charge of what he called the most dispiriting parish in his 
Diocese. 

Wymondham Abbey is a wonderful church with some wonderful people, but it had fallen prey 
to some complicated, acrimonious, long seated and frankly unpleasant circumstances. Two 
years of challenging and abrasive struggle were needed to point things roughly in the right 
direction.” 

A previous churchwarden of a similar time has also written about constant 

difficulties with parishioners being unkind and undermining the work of the Vicar 

and Wardens. Although this was 20 years ago, it is many of the same names who 
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continue to cause difficulties, many of whom have complained about Mthr 

Catherine.  

Mthr Catherine was assistant priest at Wymondham Abbey between 2014-2017 

before being appointed as incumbent. During this time she was praised by 

Bishop Alan for her experience and wisdom (appendix 2a). 

It was after being made incumbent that the level of difficulties, complaints and 

unpleasantness arose from a few parishioners. Many of these had engaged well 

with Mthr Catherine when she was assistant Priest. Previously these complaints  

had been directed at Fr Christopher Davies. Some of these individuals sit on 

many of the committees and trusts associated with the Abbey and have been 

very resistant to the changes in governance, financial probity and safeguarding 

that Mthr Catherine has not shied away from introducing.  

There is also a very determined group who have taken an active position against 

the ordination of women and this continues to adversely affect their interactions 

with Mthr Catherine. It should be noted that some of these people have written 

hate mail and falsely informed the Diocese about matters of the PCC (This is fully 

documented in article 13). 

On two occasions Ruth Jackson (on a ministry placement) emailed the Bishop of 

Norwich to raise concerns about parishioners’ attitudes and behaviour to her 

since joining the Abbey ministry team (appendix 2b). Other parishioners who 

have emailed with positive experiences are asked to not to dismiss the views of 

the complainants (appendix 2c). The Bishop of Norwich appears to be 

increasingly resistant to hearing of any concern raised about complainants. Most 

recently in the letter to the Standing Committee dated 14/01/2021 (appendix 2d).   

“I notice that yet again you seek to discredit and minimalize those who have made 
complaints and voiced concerns. The complaints made under the Clergy Discipline Measure 
about your Vicar, and the subsequent allegations about behaviours and the running of the 
Abbey, are serious matters made by sisters and brothers in Christ. I am surprised that you 
have yet to realise that. As members of the Standing Committee you have a duty to serve 
the whole people of God and take their concerns seriously. 

 

Many of the questions in the articles for this Episcopal Visitation have been lifted 

directly from the complainant's letters and others based on false information and  
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hearsay. This demonstrates how powerful the voice of these people is within the 

Diocese. 

a) The complaints raised about the Vicar by some 30 parishioners and
others under the Clergy Discipline Measure 2003 remain unresolved,
notwithstanding the recommendation of the Deputy President of the
disciplinary Tribunal that an attempt be made at conciliation. Please
state what efforts have been made to progress and bring about this
conciliation.

Of these initial complaints a number were not taken forward by the Diocese,

and others  were dropped by complainants. These include 

and . These individuals who withdrew their complaints

have said they did not understand the seriousness of the process they were

setting in motion when they were given CDM forms by the Archdeacon Steven

Betts. They have subsequently described how they felt coerced to participate

and are deeply apologetic and have spoken with Mthr Catherine     .

There appears to have been a targeted approach of the collation of

complaints for the CDM process. Excerpt from a statement by 

 with complainant Ann Johnson (appendix 2e).

“In the course of the ensuing conversation, during which she attempted to get 

information about the Abbey from me, she told me that she and the other 

complainants are being encouraged by the Archdeacon to keep the letters of 

complaint coming in.” 

This is also documented in emails between the Archdeacon Steven Betts and 

CENSORED,  and Archdeacon Steven Betts and Emma Neve which were 

included in the CDM paperwork. 

In the Archdeacon Steven Betts’ letter to Bishop Alan 30th Jan 2019 (appendix 

2f) it states 
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“However, it does give me cause for concern that so many people are 

prepared to submit complaints and reflects a very real problem in Catherine’s 

ministry in the benefice”  

Part of the reason the complaints were taken seriously is the sheer volume as 

opposed to the seriousness of them. In this letter he also inaccurately reports 

difficulties in previous parishes. Archdeacon Steven Betts used the number of 

complaints to include some which would have otherwise been rejected 

(appendix 2g). 

“Ordinarily I would not have concluded that the Respondents behaviours as 

reported in this complaint did not engage the measure. However, since it 

mirrors other complaints about a larger pattern of bullying, dismissive and 

arrogant behaviours towards members of the congregation I would suggest 

that this complaint should be considered alongside the sixteen other 

complaints against the Respondent currently considered under the 

Measure.”  

However, the large number is due  to the coordinated effort to encourage 

complaints. Many other Dioceses would not have taken these complaints to a 

CDM. 

 

The CDM’s were posted to Mthr Catherine’s home address with no prior 

warning. Please read appendix 2h and 2i for the full details of the complaints 

which did proceed to CDM and Mthr Catherine’s response. 

Following the issuing of the CDM’s Bishop Alan wrote to Mthr Catherine 

pressing her to take leave to avoid being suspended from ministry (appendix 

2j).  Whilst on leave Bishop Alan wrote an email to Mthr Catherine chastising 

her after someone told him she had ‘interfered’ with hymn selection (appendix 

2k).  Bishop Alan also stated that for Mthr Catherine to return to ministry a 

statement would need to be read out at the beginning of each service stating 

she was under investigation.  Following intervention from lawyers this was 

retracted. Please note the Ecclesiastical lawyers state that Bishop Alan 
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overstepped his authority in these matters and that he did not have the right to 

threaten suspension for the level of complaints received. 

The CDM process and ongoing difficulty with conciliation has cost a 

staggering £23,520 in legal costs for Mthr Catherine (£7,250 plus VAT paid by 

legal aid and £12,350 plus VAT paid privately by the generosity of a number 

of individuals). Without this level of support, on a modest stipend a vicar 

would be unable to fund legal advice. It costs nothing to complain. 

The Diocese have persisted in laying the failure of conciliation with Mthr 

Catherine but from the beginning there has been a biased message coming 

from the Diocese that Mthr Catherine is at fault. 

Bishop Alan wrote a letter to a number of complainants to inform them their 

complaints were not proceeding as CDM’s (appendix 2l). In it he writes: 

“This does not endorse the behaviour you have described, but only that it is 

deemed not to constitute misconduct in terms of the measure”.   

This gives a strong impression that he believed the complainants. Mthr 

Catherine was not given a chance to respond to these complaints. 

The Bishop of Norwich still informs people that Mthr Catherine is not engaged 

in conciliation process (appendix 2m). Letter sent on 03/12/2020: 

“You will be aware that the Deputy President of Tribunals, Sir Mark Hedley, 

advised that there should be conciliation between the Vicar and those who 

made complaints under the Clergy Discipline Measure 2003. I appointed 

Bridgebuilders to facilitate the conciliation, and they began this work in 

September. They have reported to me that they have had no option but to 

withdraw because the Vicar did not adequately engage with the process.” 

When this parishioner enquired why he had been sent the letter, the Bishop of 

Norwich’s PA informed him it had been sent to anyone who had had email 

correspondence with in the past 18 months (appendix 2n).  Please note this is 

incorrect as parishioners who have been in email correspondence in relation 

to positive comments about Mthr Catherine were not informed of the visitation 

by the Bishop. 
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In January 2019 Mthr Catherine and the Standing Committee worked to build 

relations with the choir and establish a choir committee - further information 

about this will be discussed in article 5.  

In March 2019 Mthr Catherine, via her solicitor in a letter of 26 March, 

suggested the Diocese used a senior cleric to aid the conciliation process 

(appendix o).  This was ignored by the Diocese. 

Mthr Catherine was keen to resolve differences and move the process of 

conciliation forward (appendix 2p) however the first offer of conciliation was 

rejected by the complainants (appendix 2q). 

In the PCC meeting on 5th June 2019 the importance of finding ways to 

integrate the choir into the community was highlighted (see full PCC minutes 

in appendix to article 7). 

a. Choir - ways to engage the choir to be more integrated into the 

congregation/community. All agreed to think about this important 

matter. 

In January 2020, the report by Sir Mark Hedley on the outcome of the CDM 

was leaked to the press by one of the complainants resulting in articles being 

published in a number of major newspapers both in the UK and abroad. 

These headlines were humiliating and caused considerable upset and stress 

to Mthr Catherine and members of the parish. In addition, the reputation of 

Mthr Catherine, Wymondham Abbey, the Diocese and indeed the Church of 

England have all been adversely affected.  

The unpleasantness and stress of the CDM process is something the Diocese 

does not recognise. Mthr Catherine’s attempts to access counselling through 

the Diocese were not straightforward and she was unable to access timely or 

free counselling. This  is not a satisfactory way for the Diocese to support a 

member of the clergy in a challenging situation and a breach of their duty of 

care. 

When the Diocese appointed the company Bridge Builders for a second 

attempt at the conciliation process, Mthr Catherine was initially wary and 

nervous of the process due to the ongoing stress of the CDM, the refusal of 
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the complainants to engage in the first attempt and concerns it had been 

undermined by the Diocese.  But having been reassured that the Bishop was 

encouraging the complainants to conciliate and after learning Bridge Builders 

had a good reputation, Mthr Catherine agreed in good faith with the process. 

Due to her concerns Catherine requested that Colin Moulds meet with the 

Wardens first.  However, after the initial zoom meeting she was encouraged 

by the conversation and was confident a way forward for conciliation was 

established, although they required cooperation from the Diocese.      

This is minuted in the Standing Committee on 26th June 2020 (full minutes in 

appendix of article 7). 

Bridgebuilders  
After meeting C Moulds we are very happy to 
proceed – next step to arrange meetings for 
complainants and non complainants  

However, this is difficult as we need some 
info from the Registrar which we can’t seem 
to get from him . Try again  

The Vicar and Wardens were concerned to hear the Diocese were in a 

contract with Bridge Builders for their in-house mediation service (appendix 

2r).  There is concern this could reduce their independence to the conciliation 

process. With issues such as the disputed vicarage and the parish's belief that 

the Diocese were not only unsupportive of Mthr Catherine but also actively 

using this CDM process to undermine her and wear her down it was vital 

there was trust in the independence of the conciliation process. It should be 

noted two highly  skilled professional & dedicated church wardens have been 

forced to resign as a consequence of the stress and harassment they have 

experienced as part of these wider dealings.  

The significant delays in the conciliation process have been counterproductive 

and has placed additional mental and physical stress on Mthr Catherine, the 

wardens and the wider parish.   

b) What proactive steps have been taken by the Vicar and churchwardens
to bring about conciliation with the complainants?
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The Vicar and Wardens have throughout this process engaged with any 

parishioner attending worship or approaching them personally in a calm and 

civilised way.  

Some messages of regret have been passed to Mthr Catherine via other 

parishioners and she has always responded positively and approached these 

individuals which has resulted in reconciliation. 

Mthr Catherine carried out a funeral for a complainant’s family member and 

received a card of thanks following this. 

The conciliation meetings with the Bridge Builders team were welcomed by 

the Abbey and these were arranged over a couple of days in September 

2020. Out of all the complainants only 4 of those whose complaints went to 

CDM and 5 others agreed to meet with the conciliators. A further 18 people 

spoke in support of Mthr Catherine. An additional 6 (in support of the vicar) 

wanted to meet with a conciliator but were not able to. The Archdeacon 

Steven Betts who compiled the CDM’s did not take part in the conciliation 

process. 

Afterwards there was a feeling from many involved  that it was a fair positive 

process with professional experienced individuals and there was real hope a 

way forward would be found. We have not seen any report following these 

meetings and do not know what the outcome or recommendations were. We 

are led to believe by people who had met Colin Moulds that the Diocese 

needed to be part of the conciliation process for it to be successful. 

Unfortunately, there continues to be a stream of written and verbal complaints 

directed at both the Vicar and Wardens from some persistent complainants. It 

is hard to see a genuine nature of conciliation from some people. Even in 

recent weeks a complainant has spoken rudely raising his voice at the Vicar in 

the Abbey grounds.  

 It is  proving very challenging to bring about conciliation with people when 

there is a high level of unnecessary demand and unpleasantness. The 

persistent behaviour of some individuals would not be acceptable in any other 

area of life and certainly not in any professional environment. This has proved 
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a successful strategy to force out previous clergy. The Vicar and Wardens 

should not have to continually deal with this level of hostility. These (very few) 

parishioners take disproportionate  time and energy away from other 

parishioners, those in need and  the wider ministry to the parish. 

It is important to point out that whilst a legal process is live, a conciliated 

outcome is not what all complainants are hoping for and there is a minority 

who would like to see Mthr Catherine in Tribunal. For the duration of the 

Bridge Builders appointment, Mthr Catherine put trust in the process and 

understandably did not seek to initiate conciliation outside that. Almost as 

soon as Bridge Builders ended their involvement, the Bishop announced the 

Visitation and of course there was the exceptionally busy Christmas period so 

there has been no realistic opportunity to try to initiate further conciliation 

since then. 

c) It is understood that the conciliator has withdrawn following a failure by
the Vicar to engage with the conciliation process. How does the Vicar
explain and propose to address this failure?

As discussed in section 2a) after initially being wary, Mthr Catherine was fully

engaged with working with Bridge Builders and the conciliation process.

Following a lengthy delay after the Bridge Builder conversations with

parishioners, Mthr Catherine made attempts to contact Colin Moulds and was

awaiting the next step of the process. She was then informed that Bridge

Builders had withdrawn citing that she was not engaged in the process.

There was dismay when we learned of this, oddly this was reported in a

hostile article published in the Wymondham magazine (this letter is written

about in full in article 12 and can be viewed in appendix 12) citing failure to

engage before any contact had been made to that effect to Mthr Catherine.

There are repeated unsupported claims that Mthr Catherine is not engaged

which are unhelpfully circulated by both a very few parishioners and the

Diocese.
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For important documentation, the Chancellor’s report recommends that for 

important correspondence, some form of tracking system (such as recorded 

delivery) is put in place and if nothing is forthcoming a follow up email or 

phone call.   

There had been no receipt of written letters, voicemail or texts to Mthr 

Catherine from Colin Moulds.  There was not an email in her main inbox, 

however when searching she found an email in her spam folder (appendix 2s     

). In it, it says:  

“if we hear nothing from you by the end of the week then we will assume you 

no longer wish to engage with us on seeking to find a conciliated resolution 

to the disagreements and tensions being experienced at Wymondham 

Abbey” 

This seems a very odd way for a mediation team to work. Following a 

thorough search, no emails prior to this were found so it is not understood 

how and when Mr Moulds had tried to contact Mthr Catherine before this final 

warning. Our solicitor asked the Bishop for the Bridge Builders log but was 

told it was Diocesan data. 

We can emphatically say Mthr Catherine is engaged in the conciliation 

process and is keen for a resolution to this.  The CDM process has been 

going on for almost 2 years. It is taking an enormous toll on her, the wardens 

and the parish and it is in the interests of all to move forward. She is open to 

any further constructive suggestions as to how to broker conciliation but whilst 

the visitation is taking place and the CDM process is live, it is hard to see how 

that is achievable. She will be pleased to discuss this with the Bishop's 

Visitors and take on board any suggestions. 
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Article 2 

Clergy Discipline Measure 

Appendix 2 
a. Bishop Alan positive letter about Mthr Catherine

b. RJ e-mails to Bishop of Norwich re difficult parishioners

c. Bishop of Norwich email response to parishioner

d. Bishop of Norwich letter to Standing Committee 14/01/2020

e.  statement conversation with complainant

f. Archdeacon Steven Betts letter to Bishop Alan re CDM

g. Archdeacon Steven Betts comment on CDM

h. Mthr Catherine response to CDM for APCM

i. Mthr Catherine response to CDM

j. Letter Bishop Alan to Mthr Catherine re suspension

k. Letter Bishop Alan to Mthr Catherine chastising

l. Bishop Alan letter to complainants

m. Bishop Graham letter informing of visitation

n. Bishop Graham’s PA email

o. Email re conciliation using senior cleric

p. Letter from Legal rep to Stuart Jones

q. Email rejecting conciliation

r. Diocese working with Bridge Builders

s. Final email from Bridge Builders
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Article 3 

Spooner Row 

a) It has been suggested that the chapel of ease at Spooner Row is no
longer required for the public worship. Please state how many
parishioners regularly attend public worship at Spooner Row (prior to
the coronavirus) and why they choose to worship there rather than
Wymondham Abbey.

Spooner Row has a small congregation of 10 worshippers. Services were

held twice a month, one with clergy and the other with a lay reader. Attempts

to use AWA’s was rejected by the congregation and this reduced to one

service a month. Eucharist service usually has 9 adults  & one child and the

Service of the Word has 7 in the congregation.

The Vicar and Wardens have not been told explicitly by parishioners why they

worship at Spooner Row. People may choose to worship there for any

number of reasons – proximity to their home address, preference for a smaller

church, the community, personal preference etc.

b) What consultations have been undertaken with the Spooner Row
congregation about the future of the building?

As part of a financial review looking into all possible options Wymondham

Abbey approached the diocese in strictest confidence to  consider if the sale

of Spooner Row was even a viable option (appendix 3a). Following advice, it

was decided not to proceed. Therefore, this was not taken any further or

deemed necessary to discuss with the Spooner Row congregation given the

distress this might cause even though it had been discarded as an idea. We

are concerned that this has been made public by the diocese and it has

unnecessarily caused parishioners to feel unsettled.

c) Please produce minutes of the PCC’s discussions of the future of the
Spooner Row building.
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There has been no discussion on the future of the building see point b). 

Any repairs or upkeep of Spooner Row are documented in the PCC minutes.  

Worship and mission at Spooner Row is discussed both at Standing 

committee meetings and PCC meetings and a member of the Spooner Row 

congregation is a member of the PCC. 

The ministry at Spooner Row has been the cause of some concern, there are 

two retired clergy who officiate here and appear to have good relations with 

the congregation. However, there is a long history of failure to engage with the 

ministry team at Wymondham Abbey and a lack of respect for the role of the 

incumbent. On July 12th 2020 a service was held by Canon  Snasdell without 

the knowledge or permission of the Vicar, no formal covid risk assessments 

had been carried out. The seriousness of this error was realised by a member 

of the congregation and was most apologetic to Mthr Catherine and the PCC.  

This situation is further illustrated by a most unfortunate episode at Christmas 

2020. At the PCC meeting in December it was agreed to support  Spooner 

Row in having a Eucharist on Christmas morning. It then transpired Canon 

Snasdell's PTO had expired and there were concerns his DBS was not up to 

date. The Vicar spent a significant amount of time trying to sort this out with 

him. Canon Snasdell then had a prolonged  telephone conversation with Mthr 

Catherine in which he was rude and verbally aggressive towards her . This 

was not uncharacteristic of his previous tone of communication with the Vicar. 

No resolution was achieved. Canon Snasdell promptly contacted the Bishop 

of Norwich who granted permission for him to officiate and sent an email to 

Mthr Catherine. There was no attempt to ascertain the facts of the incident 

from both sides or any concern of Canon Snasdell’s aggression towards Mthr 

Catherine (appendix 3b).  

For a long time there have been attempts to introduce a working agreement to 

bring Spooner Row  into line with the vision and ministry of the Abbey under 

the leadership of the Vicar , which given that  she, the Wardens and PCC 

have ultimate responsibility for Spooner Row is entirely legitimate.  
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d) Please say who holds keys to the Spooner Row property.

The keys to Spooner Row were changed in September 2020 due to concern

that keys had been allocated to people without informing the Vicar and

Wardens.

Mthr Catherine

Philip Aldred - PCC representative for Spooner Row

Sybil Martin & Bernard Douglass

e) Please give the dates and say how many services were taken at Spooner
Row by the vicar in:
i. 2018

ii. 2019

iii. 2020

The registers will be available to view as part of the visitation. 

The Vicar has attempted to increase the number of services at Spooner Row 

by asking Authorised Worship Assistants to lead services.  This was resisted 

by the congregation and two members walked out of a service when an AWA 

arrived to lead. 

There are ongoing challenges with the congregation making arrangements 

without informing or engaging with Wymondham Abbey. 

Excerpt from PCC minutes 10/07/2019 (full minutes in appendix of Article 7). 
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Excerpt from Standing committee minutes 18/01/2019 (full minutes in 

appendix of Article 7). 

The vicar and wardens invited the Spooner Row clergy to meet. 

Excerpt from Standing committee minutes 01/02/2019 (full minutes in 

appendix of Article 7). 

The PCC, Vicar and Wardens work to strengthen links with the community 

and the congregation of Spooner Row.  There is a very good working 

relationship with PCC member Philip Aldred who is part of the Spooner Row 

congregation and we look for ways to move forward and embrace mission and 

ministry at Spooner Row. 

When Mthr Catherine took up her post she took the congregation of Spooner 

Row out to lunch to discuss the future direction of the church at Spooner Row.  

She had subsequent meetings at the Abbey to again discuss ideas for growth 

at Spooner Row but it became clear that there was no interest in this and the 

congregation were keen to maintain the status quo. 

In March 2020 a member of the ministry team worked with Spooner Row 

primary school to facilitate a school visit for reception children to Spooner 

Row church, and further plans were in place which unfortunately didn’t occur 

due to lockdown. 
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The churchyard at Spooner Row has the potential to be used far more in a 

similar way to that at the Abbey where we have found simple benches, signs 

tied to trees and reflection stations have greatly enhanced the experience of 

users of the churchyard and significantly increased those entering the abbey 

grounds. There is a strong community in Spooner Row and we feel they 

would also benefit from these ideas. 

Excerpt from PCC minutes 11/09/2020 (full minutes in appendix of Article 7). 
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Article 3 

Spooner Row 

Appendix 3 

a. Letter to Sue Bunting re building

b. Email with Bishop Graham re Christmas
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Article 4 

Fabric and Faculty Jurisdiction 

a) Please provide copies of the latest quinquennial reports for
Wymondham Abbey and Spooner Row and state what steps have been
taken to address any dilapidations noted in the reports as requiring
attention.

‘Wymondham Abbey – the ninth quinquennial report 2018’ (Appendix 4a)

‘Spooner Row – the third quinquennial report 2019’ (Appendix 4b)

(Due to the length of these documents the full quinquennial reports will be

emailed on request. Please contact admin@wymondhamabbey.org.uk)

‘Priorities & Estimates’ (appendix 4c)

In the latter document, the items crossed through in red have been

completed. The items in green are imminent or due to be done in 2021.

The PCC wrote to the preservation trust to request for funding for

recommended work – see appendix 4d.

b) Please confirm that all requisite faculties have been obtained for works
undertaken at Wymondham Abbey, including the removal or relocation
of historic and other furnishings and artefacts within or out of the
Abbey. Copies of these faculties should please be produced.

All requisite faculties for works undertaken at Wymondham Abbey have been 

obtained. Faculty and List B approval since 2016 are online on the Online 

Faculty Service and can therefore be examined via this. Please see below for 
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items on the OFS.

Prior to 2016 there are paper copies of older faculties held by the Abbey 

which were all granted by the Chancellor. 

c) Please confirm that all the relevant conditions attached to HLF grants
made in relation to the Abbey have been complied with and that these
conditions remain satisfied.

Following a meeting with Jonathan Platt (HLF) on 4th December 2019 3 steps

were identified by the HLF – see minutes of this meeting (appendix 4e) and

subsequent letter from Jonathan Platt (appendix 4f).

The Vicar and Wardens can confirm the historical and project material and

acknowledgment of the HLF grant is present on the website.
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Please note the interactives at times become faulty and take time and money 

to repair.   Wymondham Abbey does not have the finances to fund these. If an 

installation becomes unsafe for example developing an electrical fault, this is 

not available to the public until a repair can be made. This was raised at a 

PCC meeting on 20/11/2019.  Full minutes in appendix of article 7. 

Excerpt from PCC minutes 20/11/2019 

The HLF have stipulated there should be access to St Margaret’s Chapel from 

the lady chapel.  The current slope is unsafe and resulted in an elderly 

gentleman falling.  An architect was consulted to advise on this and met with 

the Vicar. Her professional opinion is that the slope is inappropriate and 

unsafe as the surface is slippery and there is a hard edge and sharp corner to 

one side of it and the corner is a tripping hazard. The railing attached to the 

wall should be removed.  The “fire exit” to which it leads via two sets of doors 

is unsafe to use as a fire exit as it debouches onto a set of stone steps.  It isn’t 

fully accessible. 

d) It is understood a number of chairs from the nave have had their backs
sawn off. Please produce a PCC minute showing any discussion of this
matter and produce a faculty authorising this.

Six church chairs which had no historical significance were modified into

stools to make a sedilia to allow priests to sit while robed.  This saved a

significant amount of money. The disposal of freestanding chairs not having a

historic or artistic significance, is in list A of the faculty Jurisdiction Rules 2015

as a matter which may be undertaken without a faculty, which would suggest

that adapting freestanding chairs should also not require a faculty.  The Abbey

retains approximately 260 unaltered chairs.
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Please see a picture of one of the adapted chairs below. 

e) It is understood a covered wooden walkway has been introduced
between St Margaret’s and St Benedict’s. Please produce a PCC minute
showing any discussion of this matter and produce a faculty authorising
this.

This is a temporary structure.  The tower masonry is unstable, with regular

incidents of falling debris presenting a health and safety risk. Within the last

couple of weeks a large piece of masonry fell, the risk is very real.

To enable continued access between St. Margaret’s and St Benedict’s the

wooden walkway was erected.  It is not attached to the building in any way

and can be removed when the tower is made safe (survey is in plan for 2021).

The Vicar discussed this walkway with English Heritage. She explained to

them if it were to be removed the area could not be used because of the risk

of falling masonry, this in turn would mean St. Margaret's could no longer be

used as the fire exit alone is unsafe. (appendix 4fi)

f) It is understood that various items required as a condition of the HLF
grant funding for the recent major works undertaken at the Abbey have
been removed. Please say who was responsible for this and produce a
faculty authorising this.

See response to questions 4c

Additionally, there is a clock mechanism.
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This was discussed at the PCC meeting on 05/06/2019. See below 

Clock mechanism. As it has sharp and finger trapping parts, and if 
mishandled, parts which could fall, it is a hazard where it is and there 
is nowhere else to put it. Clock museums have expressed interest in 
borrowing it. Remove from Abbey, lend to museum.  

Proposed SW    Seconded  FrSS      all in favour 

  We did not pursue the museum option as they did not want it. Therefore no 

faculty was obtained. The mechanism was exposed and sharp , a child cut 

themselves on it so it was moved into the office for  obvious safety reasons. We 

investigated getting a  display case made for it but this was prohibitively 

expensive , we approached a clockmaker to see if it could be restored and put 

back in the tower but were told this wasn’t possible. Then we enquired about its 

commercial value which was low. It is not a particularly interesting example of it’s 

kind, it is incomplete and can’t be restored so we keep it safe and secure. 

g) It is understood that a grand piano has been removed from the Abbey
and has now been disposed of. Please produce a copy of the PCC
minutes showing when this was discussed and agreed. Please give
details of how and to where it was disposed.

The piano did not hold its tune and it was expensive to pay for a piano tuner

every time it was required.  The piano was very rarely used in services. As far

back as 2017 problems with the piano were identified at a meeting and the

choirmaster Rob Goodrich said the piano was not good enough for concerts

and increasing the frequency of tuning would not resolve the difficulty.

Excerpt from Music Meeting Minutes 30/03/2017 Full minutes available in

appendix to article 5.
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The question of what to do with the piano was taken to the PCC on 

05/06/2019. Full minutes in appendix of article 7 

Excerpt of PCC minutes 05/06/2019 

Following this meeting the piano was removed from the abbey. 

A parishioner and former PCC member wrote alternative minutes for this 

meeting which she circulated to non-PCC members. She attempted to prevent 

the removal of the piano by contacting the removal company. This lady also 

wrote an abusive email to Sybil Martin (see appendix 4g)  Another parishioner 

also wrote an abusive email (see appendix 4h). 

This is recorded in PCC minutes on 10/07/2019. Full minutes available in 

appendix to article 7. 
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Following questions about the removal of the piano, Bernard Douglas wrote to 

the Archdeacon to seek advice and received an email response on 17th 

January 2020 outlining the changes in faculty rules (see appendix 4i). The 

piano was of little monetary and artistic interest and therefore a faculty was 

not thought to be relevant. However, the standing committee planned to get 

the piano assessed (see standing committee minutes dated 07/02/20 in 

appendix 4j).  It was assessed, confirmed to have no saleable value and given 

away at no cost to the PCC. 
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Article 4 

Fabric and Faculty Jurisdiction 

Appendix 4 

a. Wymondham Abbey – ninth quinquennial report 2018

b. Spooner Row – third quinquennial report 2019

c. Priorities and Estimates

d. Letter to Preservation Trust

e. Minutes of HLF meeting

f. Letter from Jonathan Platt (HLF)

fi.  letter to English Heritage 

g. Email from parishioner SBW

h. Email from parishioner SP

i. Email from Archdeacon re piano faculty

j. Standing committee minutes 07/02/2020
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Article 5 

Choral Music 

a) Please describe the quality and state of the relationship between the 
Vicar and the members of the Choir at Wymondham Abbey 

When Mthr Catherine was appointed, she met individually with all those who 

led music to build and strengthen relations, understand what was needed and 

establish how she could assist development of both the choir and the band. 

She found the organ to need extensive work and although this has proved 

very complex Mother Catherine remains committed to ensuring it is carried 

out.  

Mthr Catherine has always valued the efforts of the Wymondham Abbey choir, 

providing plenty of opportunities to sing a rich repertoire of music, supporting 

the purchasing of books and new choir robes. Regular music meetings were 

held between the Vicar and Rob Goodrich, who would then be expected to 

liaise with the choir to communicate any relevant matters.  

Father Stephen was appointed as the assistant priest of Wymondham Abbey 

specifically to assist the development of the choir.  As a keen choral singer 

and former precentor of Canterbury Cathedral there was confidence this 

would be beneficial for both the clergy and the choir.  On his appointment, 

Father Stephen met monthly with Rob Goodrich in place of Mthr Catherine. It 

should be noted Father Stephen found these meetings  difficult. 

It became necessary to raise awareness that the choir should be respectful of 

the service and worship of Wymondham Abbey, and that choral music is to 

support liturgy. This was due to an increasing number of occasions when 

some members of the choir were talking and rustling papers during the 

prayers and Eucharistic prayer and were not always respectful of 

Wymondham Abbey clergy and staff.   

This matter was raised and minuted in a number of Music meetings – see 

minutes excerpts on next page.  Please note full minutes can be found in 

appendix 5a. 
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Excerpt from music minutes 30/03/2017 

 

Excerpt from music minutes 18/06/2017 

 

 Excerpt from music minutes 13/04/2018   
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Excerpts from 31/08/2018   

 

Attempts were made to develop a choir handbook to assist the choir's 

understanding of the expectations of a choir of an Anglo-Catholic church.  

This was discussed in music meetings on 25/02/18 and 18/05/2018. 

Unfortunately, there was no engagement by Rob Goodrich to assist with this 

process. 

Excerpt from Music meeting minutes 13/04/2018 

  

Excerpt from Music Meeting minutes 18/04/2018  

 

Excerpt from Music Minute minuted 15/05/2018 

 

 reported 3 occasions in July and August 2018 

where he had difficulties with some members of the choir. See appendix 5b. 

On 13/04/2018 at the Good Friday service, Rob Goodrich was asked to omit 

one of the anthems. At the end of the service, the choir processed outside 

and sang the anthem as the congregation were leaving.  This placed some 

members of the choir in an awkward position and also confused parishioners 

who were expecting to leave the service in silence.  The 6 clergy involved in 

the service were deeply shocked. 
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Please see below excerpt written about this incident by Sybil Martin. Appendix 

5c. 

“Good Friday 2018 when, having “lost” an ongoing argument about whether or not we 
would have Allegri’s Miserere, “Were you there when they crucified my Lord?” and the 
Sanders Reproaches in the services on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday (we didn’t) he 
took the choir out into the churchyard on Good Friday afternoon and sang “Were you 
there?” and the Reproaches. “Because we wanted to sing them,” he said. Several retired 
priests had attended the Good Friday service and they were all astounded at this behaviour. 
“I never heard of anything like it!” exclaimed Fr Christopher Terry” 

In May 2019 there was a serious fall of masonry in the chancel directly above 

where members of the choir sit.  It was advised by the architect that the 

stonework was unstable, and repairs were required before the choir could 

return to these positions. This posed a challenge for both the choir and the 

clergy, but a solution was sought by putting temporary, movable choir stalls 

under the tower behind the nave.  The acoustics of this worked well and 

enhanced the quality of the sound, however Rob Goodrich and some 

members of the choir objected to this placement of the choir.  

The Goodrich’s requested to have their daughter’s baptism on 22nd July 2018 

– the Feast of Mary Magdalen- during the 10.30 service.  Due to an already

lengthy liturgy, this was not possible, but they were offered the baptism during

the 9.15 service on the same day, or the 10.30 service on adjacent weeks. It

is understood they approached the Bishop of Thetford to raise this matter and

received permission for their child to be baptised at a different church.  Please

see the letter in appendix 5d.

Rob Goodrich invited the Wymondham Abbey choir to sing for his daughter’s 

baptism but did not inform Mother Catherine there would be no choir at the 

Abbey on the 22nd July until 3 days before. This placed further strain on the 

relationship between the choir and the Ministry team.  And indeed, for some 

choir members who were placed in an uncomfortable position.  Below is an 

excerpt from a statement written on 4th August 2019 by  who 

sings in the Wymondham Abbey choir. See appendix 5e.   

“My first major example of conflict with dedication and professionalism in the choir was 
when, just before the 2018 summer holidays, Rob invited the whole choir to go ‘as friends’ 
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to sing at the christening of his daughter in another church on a Sunday when we were due 
to sing a Festal Eucharist at the Abbey. This made us very uncomfortable as it was clear that 
this was effectively some kind of boycott of the Abbey. Fortunately, we were on holiday that 
weekend so did not have to deal with the obvious conflict of loyalties and authority.” 

On the following Sunday, during a Sunday Eucharist, a member of the choir 

told Bernard Douglass – the churchwarden, the whole choir would walk out if 

he did not turn the lights on. It is understood, this was not the whole choir’s 

view, and many were unaware of this altercation.  However, it demonstrates 

the lack of respect certain members of the choir had for Mthr Catherine, the 

Churchwardens and the worshiping congregation.  This member of the choir 

was written to in September 2018 by the standing committee regarding this 

and a number of other incidents. See appendix 5f. 

Choir volunteer agreements 

At this time, Wymondham Abbey was working to develop volunteer working 

agreements. These were for anyone volunteering at the Abbey, not just the 

choir.  Rob Goodrich was asked to contribute to the Choir agreement to 

include items relevant to choir members. Rob engaged with the volunteer 

agreements, and included a clause stipulating a minimum commitment from 

choir members. Rob was asked to inform the choir of these agreements and 

to provide them documents to read, consider, and sign at a choir practice. 

This was minuted in the music meeting on 31/08/2018 which Rob attended. 

See excerpt below and full minutes in appendix 5a. The plan was that they be 

presented to the choir before they broke up for the summer at the end of July 

to be ready in place by the start of the new term in September. 
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The Vicar, Fr Stephen and the Churchwardens all had conversations, phone 

calls and texts with Rob about this but he did not act on their instructions. 

Rob was asked for the contact details of the choir to enable Wymondham 

Abbey to contact them without going through him.  He refused to supply these 

quoting GDPR regulations.  Rev Louisa Pittman emailed him to request these 

again on Sept 3rd (appendix 5g i). 

Rob was asked at the start of the new term to ensure the choir were informed 

about the agreements to prevent any difficulties.  When there was still no 

paperwork provided, Mother Catherine approached the choir to ask them for 

the signed agreements, or for any suggested amendments.  She fully 

expected that the choir had been told about these volunteer agreements. 

However, she was met with confusion and hostility. It became apparent Rob 

Goodrich was not informing the choir of all the relevant matters discussed at 

the music meetings and had not told them about these documents.  A 

member of the choir has sent in the emails Rob sent over the period 30/08/18 

– 02/08/18.  There is no mention of the agreement until after  Mthr Catherine 

spoke to the choir. See appendix 5g. 
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Mthr Catherine and Father Stephen arranged to attend the following evening 

Friday choir practice to discuss the volunteer agreements with the choir. They 

were again met with hostility and displays of anger and bad temper.  Mthr 

Catherine was accused of being a liar and was shouted at.  We have 

recorded evidence of this episode that demonstrates people shouting at the 

Vicar. This would be available if requested. This gentleman apologised 

outside the church following the meeting, but not in view or hearing of the rest 

of the choir. Please see Mthr Catherine’s statement written about this in 

appendix 5h. 

 included a write up about this meeting in his statement dated 4th 

August 2019 see appendix 5e. 

“We couldn’t go to the Sunday service after the summer break but returned for the first 
practice on the following Friday. We understood that there would be a short meeting about 
a new choir agreement. The first that we’d heard of this was an email from Rob that he sent 
after the Sunday service when the volunteer agreements had been distributed by the clergy. 
Rob had made no mention of it previously, despite helping to draft it and likely knowing that 
it would cause friction with some of the choir members.  This meeting ended up taking most 
of the practice and was utterly inappropriate for the children as, led by some of the choir 
members, some exchanges became particularly personal and heated. However, to the best 
of my recollection, there was no actual shouting at any point. Rob did not support M. 
Catherine in any way, even when it transpired that he had been the author of some of the 
more contentious points in the agreement document. In fact, before that point, the choir 
was given to understand that Rob also first saw the agreement at the same time as the choir 
the Sunday before, even though he had actually been involved in drafting it! I’m sure that 
most of the choir were deeply uncomfortable with some of the rude and personal attacks on 
M. Catherine coming from a minority of our members during the meeting.”

A number of the choir objected to the minimum commitment requirement 

(which had been added in by Rob Goodrich) and this was removed. The vast 

majority of choir members signed the volunteer agreements and continued to 

sing in the choir. 

Emma Neve – a former employee of Wymondham Abbey was involved in an 

employment dispute and took the PCC to tribunal.  Following solicitor’s 

advice, she was asked not to sing in the choir until this matter had been 

formally resolved.  Rob Goodrich was informed of this (see appendix 5i).  On 

16/11/2018 Emma Neve robed to sing with the choir at a Carol service. This 
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was a clear breach of instructions as Rob had allowed her to attend the 

rehearsal prior to the carol service and knew she was coming to the service.  

Mthr Catherine had not been informed, the employment dispute had not 

formally ended, and Emma had not signed the volunteer agreement. Mthr 

Catherine asked her to disrobe, Emma refused resulting in a lengthy and 

difficult conversation just before the carol service began. Several weeks later 

a former Abbey volunteer (John Redfern) who was not present at the service 

made an allegation against Mthr Catherine for assault against Emma.  It 

should be noted that he had previously been written to by the Standing 

Committee due to aggressive behaviour. He has since threatened the Vicar 

on more than one occasion, the police have been involved and he is no longer 

permitted to enter the Abbey.  This has been part of the CDM process and 

was not substantiated. Information regarding this incident can be read in the 

report of the conversation between choir members and clergy on 16/12/18 in 

appendix 5j. 

Choir Committee 

Unknown to Mthr Catherine some members of the choir approached the 

Bishop of Thetford and he met with them.  The choir as an entirety were not 

informed of this meeting and therefore not all members were given an 

opportunity to attend and discuss their views.  There was following email 

correspondence between some (but not all) members of the choir (see 

appendix 5j) 

Following the meeting between the Bishop of Thetford and some choir 

members he wrote to Mthr Catherine suggesting a choir committee was 

formed (see letter in appendix 5k). There were a number of emails between 

choir members and the Bishop of Thetford.  A member of the choir who was 

copied in has sent them to be included and can be viewed in appendix 5l. 

A choir committee was duly organised, and a meeting was held on January 

25th, 2019 (see appendix 5m). Despite best efforts some members of the choir 

were not satisfied with the meeting.  Please see email from Mthr Catherine 

appendix 5n.  
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In January 2020 articles in the press were published in all the major 

newspapers, on the BBC website and in international publications. Headlines 

included ‘Norfolk vicar and choir row a disgrace to the Christian community’ 

(BBC news) ‘vicar accused of bullying church choir’ (Telegraph) ‘choir row – 

vicar investigated over claims she assaulted and bullied her choir’ (The Sun) 

etc.  This caused upset for Mthr Catherine and also some members of the 

choir. 

Despite these very public allegations, Mother Catherine continued to welcome 

the choir and aimed to move forward and establish calm and peaceful 

relations.  

 Despite efforts, some members of the choir and the choirmaster continue to 

find it difficult to conciliate and move forward.  

Since these events there have been several other incidents demonstrating a 

lack of cooperation and respect for which there is documentation in the 

Standing Committee minutes. These include the choirmaster repeatedly using 
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a microphone which interfered with the sound system resulting in feedback 

(appendix 5p), lack of engagement with safeguarding issues, interrupting the 

congregational singing of the Gloria to sing a choral setting. This is 

documented below as part of a statement written by Sybil Martin (full 

document in appendix 5c. 

On the 21st July, the organist mistakenly played the introduction of a Gloria which we use 
frequently, and the choir and congregation sang the first paragraph with enthusiasm. But 
once we had reached the second paragraph, I realised that the choir were tailing off.  The 
congregation and the organ kept going, then the organ stopped, and eventually, at about 
the end of the second paragraph, the congregation stopped singing as well. The clergy and 
the servers kept going. People turned to look up at the organist, clearly wondering.  

It transpired that Mr Goodrich had chosen to stop, and to start again, this time using the 
planned Gloria. The organ began again using the planned setting of the Gloria. The choir 
sang, the congregation listened. The service continued with the Collect. The Clergy and 
Servers were composed as if nothing untoward had happened. I was the reader and was 
aware as I glanced over the congregation to be sure that they were ready for the lesson, that 
they were still a little flurried, and were taking a quick, quiet moment to see whether their 
neighbours were as amazed as they were themselves. The service then proceeded as is 
normal. 

Afterwards, during coffee- time, Deborah Miller, a choir member, apologised to me, saying 
that she had no idea why the organist had used the wrong music, and that she thought that 
Mr Goodrich shouldn’t have stopped the choir singing once the Gloria had begun. She said, 
“I thought we should just stick with it – we all know it, and no-one would have realised it 
wasn’t the Gloria as planned. But Rob stopped us, and he is the Director. I felt that I must 
follow his direction.”  

The lack of engagement with safeguarding was of deep concern to the Vicar 

and this was one of the main reasons for the importance placed on the 

volunteer’s agreement. It was important that the choir was brought in line with 

PCC policies and safeguarding practices. 

Current Position 

The coronavirus pandemic has been a challenging time for all, and everyone 

misses singing in services. It was unfortunate that it was not possible to fully 

inform the choir of Rob Goodrich’s redundancy while it was in process and it 

is recognised this has resulted in some members of the choir feeling unsettled 

about the future of the choir. However, the choir members have been treated 

individually like every other member of the congregation in terms of direct 

contact and receiving correspondence and the pew news. Everyone has 

always been very welcome to attend services, and contact Mthr Catherine 
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and the wider team at any point. It has been possible to have some limited 

singing at services from a choir member who attends the services.  Moving 

forward it is very much hoped the members of the Wymondham Abbey choir 

will embrace the opportunities to sing as part of the worship and liturgy. 

 

What are the plans of the Vicar and PCC for the future of the choral 
music tradition at Wymondham Abbey? 

The Vicar, Wardens and PCC are committed to the choral music tradition of 

Wymondham Abbey. Choirs are a rich way to engage people in music and 

worship and support liturgy. There is vision to enable a wider breadth of 

people to be able to sing as part of a choir.  This would involve different styles 

of choirs being supported by the Abbey including the Wymondham Abbey 

choir, a children’s choir, a community choir, and an auditioned chamber choir.  

Each choir would regularly take part in services throughout the year to support 

worship and liturgy of services.  In addition to the choirs, the Abbey band 

would also continue to play for occasional services. Due to financial 

constraints, this will rely on the generosity of musicians to volunteer their time 

to rehearse and lead. There are people who have expressed interest in 

becoming involved in this. 

This would reduce the pressure on any one group of musicians to attend 

weekly. There have been times when the Wymondham Abbey choir has been 

of significantly reduced numbers at a 10.30 eucharist if a choral evensong or 

special service was held later in the day. 

 

 Please provide a list of members of the choir 9(a) as at the end of 2018 
and (b) now. 

2018 – those who signed the volunteer agreement 
Eleanor Anderson  Hayley Ayers  Robert Ayers 

Terri Ayers   Kale Banossian Susannah Cobb   

Hilary Elias   Susan Gooch Lorna Goodrich 

Kieran Hill   Hilary Hunter  Shona Hunter   
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Timothy Jackson   Janet Kenyon Fiona Kerr   

Charlotte McIIroy  Laura McIntyre Roger Miller   

Debs Miller   Rachel Murrell Rowena Murrell  

David Paston   Judith Paston William Paston   

Barbara Randall  Graham Shelton Toya Waterson   

Christine Webster  Tony Bussell 

 

Junior members 

      

        

 

2020 

Due to the difficulties and uncertainty with singing due to the coronavirus, it is 

not possible to provide a current list of choir members.  All members of the 

choir are welcome to return as it becomes possible to re-establish singing 

opportunities as long as they fully comply with safeguarding arrangements. 

 

d) Please explain the reason for any change and produce copies of any 
letters of resignation which have been written by former choir members. 

The Vicar and Wardens have not received any formal resignation letters from 

the choir. It is not a contracted position and it would be unusual for members 

of a church choir to write resignation letters. 

It is known the following people left: 

, , and  left in September 2019 following a choir 

member being rude and hostile to their mother in front of them, and then 

continuing to be unpleasant about her to other choir members in their hearing 

during the practice. This caused the children upset and  left the practice 

in tears saying she did not want to sing with the choir anymore.  This was the 

week Ruth Jackson joined the ministry team on a ministry placement.  Ruth 
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consulted the Bishop of Norwich who advised to contact Rob Goodrich.  This 

was done but the result was unsatisfactory, and the children left the choir.  

Kieran Hill has moved away. 

Tony Bussell has left due to ill health. 

e) Please provide a list of people whom the Vicar has forbidden to sing
in the choir and provide an explanation for each one.

Emma Neve was asked not to sing in the choir while she was taking legal 

proceedings against the PCC.  Subsequent to events on 16/12/2018 she was 

asked to leave. See letter in appendix 5o from Mthr Catherine to Emma. 

Tim Semmence sang only for choral evensongs and chose not to sign the 

volunteer agreement and therefore was unable to sing until he signed this. 

Lorna Goodrich was asked to ensure there were suitable arrangements for 

her two very small children while she was singing.  There were concerns 

about the safety of the girls moving around the abbey without adult 

supervision. Please see excerpt from a letter from Sybil Martin to the 

Goodrichs which was sent on 24/10/2019 (appendix 5p).
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 Please indicate the current employment status of Robert Goodrich, the 
Abbey’s Director of Music. If he is no longer employed please provide 
the relevant PCC minute for the discussion and decision about this. 

Robert Goodrich has been made redundant due to the financial pressures on 

the Abbey.   

There is full documentation about this in response to article 7n covering the 

employment situation including PCC minutes. 
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a. Music minutes in full 30/03/2017, 18/06/2018, 13/04/2018, 31/08/2018

b. Statement from  21/08/2018
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 Article 6 

Legal Matters 

a) Please confirm that the ownership of 5 Vicar St, Wymondham by the
Diocesan Board of Finance is no longer being disputed and that written
instructions have been given to the PCC’s solicitors to withdraw any
application to HM Land Registry for the amendment of the title to this
property to show the incumbent as the registered proprietor.

It is acknowledged that the ownership of 5 Vicar Street (registered under Title

No. 378364) is with the Norwich Diocesan Board of Finance Limited following

the Order of the Bishop of Norwich made 27th April 2020 under section 8 of

the Church Property Measure 2018. An application was made by the solicitors

to the church council to withdraw the application at HM Land Registry for the

amendment of the title on 22nd May 2020 and we believe that the application

is withdrawn. While the current ownership of 5 Vicar Street is not in dispute,

the incumbent, wardens and church council nonetheless consider the matter

is far from resolved and themselves ill-treated by the forcible appropriation of

the property into diocesan ownership and will continue to press for the

property to be returned to the incumbent. Irrespective of the procedural

legalities the fact remains the parish is in dire need of an appropriate

parsonage.

The Diocese purchased the vicarage owned by Wymondham parish (5 Vicar

St) for the Bishop of Thetford in the interregnum period. The PCC and

Wardens were not made aware of the options open to them and the

procedures that should have been followed. There was a hurried informal

meeting during which  it is our assertion two wardens were misled into signing

over the vicarage. The Rural Dean was also misled at this meeting. The

assistant Vicar was kept away from the transaction and there was no

incumbent. The PCC was not adequately  informed about this. The correct

procedures were not followed, and the transaction was declared void.

The Diocese purchased an alternative property 9 Applegarth as a vicarage .

The wardens were led to believe this was a temporary measure pending the

purchase or building of a suitably dignified house, this has never happened.
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This property cost £390,000.  It is not a suitable vicarage and fails to meet the 

needs of an incumbent of the benefice. It is noted on the Norwich Diocesan 

Board of Finance Limited Annual Report and Financial Statements 2019 

(available on the Charity Commission website) that   “Herfast House at 

Wymondham was transferred from the Benefice Buildings and Pastoral Fund 

following the recommendation of the Church Commissioners at a value of 

£838,588” There wasn’t a proper valuation carried out by a surveyor. There 

has been no financial transaction to Wymondham Abbey regarding the 

transfer of property. 

The parish now has the Bishop of Thetford living in the vicarage intended for 

the Vicar of Wymondham.  

5 Vicar Street is moments away from the abbey, has ample parking, office 

space, gardens suitable for parish activities and is itself a large property. In 

contrast the property at Applegarth is significantly further away and fails to 

meet standards set out for a proper parsonage. 

This creates the situation whereby the Bishop is physically between the 

church and the Vicar which further serves to undermine the incumbent’s 

position . 

Mthr Catherine lives at the curate’s house 43 Back Lane which although a 

little closer to the abbey than Applegarth is no more suitable. There is one 

parking space, no on-road parking, no study or meeting space, no reception 

area, poor security, heating and bathroom facilities and a tiny garden. This 

property has negatively affected not only her health and wellbeing but the 

proper effective running of the parish by virtue of the inadequate 

accommodation. We can provide a detailed list and images of the failings of 

this property if required. 

All these issues could easily be resolved by restoring the vicarage to the 

incumbent or purchasing a property that befits the parish. Not only is the issue 

relevant to the current vicar but to the long-term future of the parish and our 

ability to attract future clergy. 

There is a huge amount of documentation relating to this matter.  For the 

details of the timeline of these events please see the table in appendix 6a.  All 

statements in this table are well sourced, evidenced and can be produced. 
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Remaining issues are explained in Paul Burr’s letters and correspondence in 

relation to this matter (appendix 6b-g). 

b) What steps has the PCC taken to try and identify an alternative property
to Applegarth as a suitable parsonage
The PCC wants the vicarage restored to the parish and are pursuing this.

However, many alternative properties have been suggested, see response to

question 6c.

c) Has the PCC suggested any alternative properties to the DBF for
consideration as alternative parsonage properties if so with what result

The following list are houses we have told the diocese about. Church Warden

Bernard Douglass leads on this. The Diocese tends not to acknowledge his

letters. These are the most promising houses which we have told them about.

1. The house opposite the war memorial in Middleton St/Market St. No feedback

at all from the Diocese.  The house was sold.  It is 300 /400 yards from the

Church.

2. The second was a building plot in Cock St opposite Melton Rd. It is a large

plot. A bit further than 43 Back Lane, but closer than 9 Applegarth. It is about

1/4 mile from the church. No feedback from the Diocese and the plot has now

been developed.

3. Is on Cock Street. (walk to the War memorial and turn left.)  It is a large

detached house on a large plot. No feedback from the Diocese and now sold.

It is 250 /350 yards from the churchyard gate.

4. This is no 1 above, which came back onto the market. Bernard suggested it

again. This time there was feedback – the house was rejected because it has

only three bedrooms.

5. 9 Vicar Street. We had high hopes for this because although it had been

neglected, it is literally on the churchyard’s doorstep and there is plenty of

accommodation. It was rejected as it has three floors. (So does 5 Vicar Street)
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6. We have recently (Nov/ Dec 2020) pointed out a house in Melton Road –

although we are not all that keen on it because it is more than 10 minutes

walk from the church, it looks as if it complies with the Green Guide.

7. Most recently the wardens rejected the suggestion of a new build property on

a Spooner Row /Silfield development some 30 minutes walk away.

d) Please say what consideration has been given by the PCC to renting the
Applegarth property. If a tenancy has been agreed please provide details
and copy of the tenancy agreement and say where the rent is being paid.
If no tenancy has been agreed how has this house been marketed?

The property has been empty since Father Stephen retired. 

 Legal advice was sought and the PCC were advised not to rent at the present 

time.  

Richard Butler’s letter (appendix 6h & 6i ) appeared to be an attempt to 

threaten Catherine’s stipend in relation to the rental of Applegarth, including a 

situation which was patently unrealistic.   
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Article 6 

Legal Matters 

Appendix 6 

a. Vicarage Timeline

b. Paul Burr letter to Bishop Graham

c. Email correspondence Paul Burr and Stuart Jones

d. Email to vicar and wardens

e. Further email correspondence PB and SJ

f. Further email correspondence PB and SJ

g. Paul Burr questions to DBF

h. Richard Butler letter regarding Applegarth rent

i. Response to above letter
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Article 7 

PCC 

a) Please state the names of the representatives of the Benefice on the 
Deanery Synod and produce a copy of their report of proceedings of the 
Deanery Synod for 2019. 
 

Mrs Barbara Randall  Miss Vivien Coates 

 

This report was included the Annual Report 2019 (appendix 7a). 

“A meeting was called on the 19th July 2019 to discuss the Wymondham 

Vicarage situation. Thereafter, Revd Colin Reed the Rural Dean, was on 

sabbatical for the autumn term. Another meeting was held in October 2019 at 

which Revd Tim Yau talked about pioneer ministry. Hingham hosted an 

evening to welcome Bishop Graham Usher on the 25th February 2020.  This 

involved pancakes, Evening Prayer, followed by the Rural Dean interviewing 

Bishop Graham with questions sent in by people” 

 

b) Please produce a copy of the electoral roll for the parish and a note of 
any changes to the roll since it was compiled in 2019. 
 

Please see appendix 7b.  Please note this includes names only due to GDPR.  

However, a full copy is available during the visitation.  

c) Please give names and contact details for the current members of the 
PCC standing committee. 
Rev Catherine Relf-Pennington   

Sybil Martin   

Bernard Douglass   

Vivien Coates     

Tim Jackson   

Donna Clarke    

Stephanie Lyall 

all are contactable via admin@wymondhamabbey.org.uk 
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d) Please identify how the members of the Standing Committee were 
elected by the PCC and produce a copy of the PCC minute confirming 
their election. 

 

Prior to autumn 2020, the standing committee members were the Vicar and 

Wardens.   

When Richard McGuire stood down, the standing committee asked PCC 

member Viv Coates to attend but she was not an elected member and did not 

have a vote.  Craig Davies (treasurer) also attended if there were financial 

matters to discuss but he did not have a vote. 

The following parishioners who all helped at the Abbey during the lockdown 

were asked to consider if they would be on the Standing Committee.  

Between Sept – Dec they were invited to attend meetings on an unofficial 

basis to see if this was something they would be interested in attending in a 

formal capacity. Their names were taken to the PCC in December and they 

were voted in (see minutes 15/12/20). 

 

Tim Jackson  

Donna Taylor  

Viv Coates 

Stephanie Lyall 

 

 
e) Please produce a copy of the PCC annual report for 2019 

Please see Appendix 7a ‘Annual report for the year ended Dec 2019’ 

 

f) Please produce the annual fabric report for Wymondham Abbey and 
Spooner Row 2019 
Please see appendix 7a ‘Annual report for the year ended Dec 2019’.  The 

fabric reports can be found on page 6. 

In addition, please see the document ‘fabric report Dec 2020’ for the most 

recent information. Appendix 7c 
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g) Please produce copies of the minutes of the PCC and its Standing 
Committee for the period from 1 January to the date of these articles  
Please see    appendix 7d (Standing Committee minutes) 

  Appendix 7e (PCC minutes) 

 
h) Please confirm that the PCC’s minutes are readily available on request 

to anyone wishing to see them, and that they may take a copy away with 
them. Please confirm that they are displayed in the abbey for all to read 
them following each PCC meeting. 
 
The Vicar, Wardens and PCC are committed to transparency and 

cohesiveness. The PCC minutes have always been available on request to 

people on the Electoral roll in line with the Church Representation Rules.   To 

reduce confusion around this matter, it was discussed at the Standing 

Committee in Feb 2020.  Please see minutes dated 14/02/2020 after which a 

notice was put up to inform parishioners that the PCC minutes were available 

in the office. 

 

For the last few years, the PCC has struggled with members of the parish  

using information to undermine the PCC, Vicar, and Wardens. Separate 

correspondence has occurred by members without the PCCs knowledge 

which has repeatedly frustrated efforts to get things done. There has been 

correspondence between PCC member Barbara Randall and Diocesan 

Secretary Richard Butler (see appendix 7f) reporting on the PCC meeting in 

September 2020.  This was without the PCC’s knowledge or consent. These 

notes are inaccurate and misleading thereby deliberately misinforming the 

Diocese of the content of the PCC meeting.  

 

i) Please identify in these minutes the specific resolutions authorising 
expenditure (including any specific amounts or caps) with the PCC’s 
solicitors on legal work undertaken on behalf of the PCC. 
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18/06/19 – Extraordinary PCC meeting – see full minutes in appendix 
In light of this information, the PCC were asked should the PCC commission a 

solicitor to write to the Church Commissioners on behalf of the parish? The 

Standing Committee had made some preliminary enquiries to LBMW to 

ascertain potential costs. Ian Blaney a partner at this firm with experience in 

ecclesiastical law had indicated the preparation of such a letter would be in 

the region of £2000. 

After further discussion about value for money and possible outcomes the 

proposal to commission Ian Blaney to act on behalf of the PCC was put to the 

meeting. 

 

Agreed unanimously  

 

06/10/19- One item agenda – see full minutes in appendix 
It was proposed that Ian Blaney from Lee Bolton Monier Williams should be 

directed to continue to act on behalf of the PCC and the Incumbent in making 

representation in the Church Commissioners on their behalf to retain 5 Vicar 

Street as the Parish Property. 

 

Agreement - Unanimous 

 
12/02/20 Item 5 Vicarage – see full minutes in appendix 
Proposal – To fund the further pursuit of this matter with the Church 

Commissioners continuing to use Ian Blaney of Lee Bolton Monier Williams 

 

Unanimously carried 

 

The PCC were asked for a vote to indicate if they were satisfied that they 

understood the history and current position as the matter is complex. 

 

The PCC unanimously voted that they fully understood the history and current 

position and wished to continue the efforts to regain the vicarage. 

Proposal – Continue to pursue and meet the ongoing costs of the reclamation 

of the vicarage by LBMW Ian Blaney 
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Unanimous agreement  

 
11/09/20 Item 6. Vicarage update – see full minutes in appendix 
Proposal before the PCC – The PCC will ask Ian Blaney of LBMW to write to 

the DoN and ask that a suitable interim vicarage be provided and that as soon 

as possible 5 Vicar street be restored to the parish as Vicarage 

 

Unanimous agreement  

 

Proposal before OCC – That PCC agree to fund Ian Blaney’s fees for the 

work described above and the PCC affirms their agreement to fund his work 

in retrospect of the PCC’s claim on the DoN 

 

Unanimous agreement  

 
j) Please produce a copy of PCC resolutions delegating any matters to the 

standing Committee. 
The PCC supports the work of the Standing Committee, there is an implicit 

understanding that the SC will carry out the discussions and resolutions of the 

PCC but  moving forward we recognise  the need to document this more 

clearly in the minutes. 

 
k) Please state what delegated authority the PCC has given to the vicar and 

churchwardens to incur expenditure on behalf of the PCC. 
 

As you will note finance and spending discussions occur very regularly at the 

PCC meetings and we are very mindful of the financial situation we are in 

Please see a summary of discussions from PCC minutes below.  

22/5/19 

● Discussion of coffee machine rental 

● Discussion of card donations and appropriate donation level 

05/06/19 

● Lighting scheme 
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● Analysis of spending review 

● Proceed to pay for contract for contactless donation 

● Exploration of cost of music – research agreed 

10/07/19 

● Rental of parish office 

11/08/2019 

● Installation of bollards 

18/09/19 

● Circular mat purchase 

16/10/19 

● Social media increase 

20/11/19 

● Lady chapel altar frontal 

12/02/19 

● Lighting project 

11/09/20 

● Reimburse vicar wardens fund for livestream equipment  

 

l) Please produce copies of reports from the Standing Committee to the 
PCC of decisions taken by the Standing Committee. 
 
This is done verbally in PCC meetings. We recognise this as an area for 

improved formal documentation.  As agreed in the PCC meeting in December, 

members of the PCC are invited to attend a Standing Committee meeting. 

 
m) List all employed staff at the Abbey from 2017 to date. For each, state 

whether still currently employed or their reasons for leaving.  It the 
departure of any has involved a non-disclosure agreement indicate who, 
and why this agreement was necessary 
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Emma Neve  Resigned 

Esther Mower  Resigned  

Liva Kokle Job role ended (café supervisor)  

Dawn Clarke  Redundancy 

Matthew Jordan  Redundancy 

Robert Goodrich  Redundancy  

Hayley Cornwall  employed 

Kellie Siddall   employed 

 

Legal advice into this matter recommends the presence or absence of non-

disclosure agreement cannot be discussed due to the legal position of NDA’s. 

The Abbey, the Vicar and Wardens welcome transparency and are open to 

discuss all employment matters. 

 

n) Have any employed staff been made redundant or dismissed during 
2020? If so, please provide details and reasons for this decision. 
The concern about the levels of salaries of the Abbey pre-dates 2020 and was 

discussed at the Standing committee on 3rd Mar 2019. In the meeting it was 

discussed that the salary bill needed to be reduced. 

 

 

The PCC are aware of the financial position of the Abbey and have been  

looking at cost savings.  
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Excerpt from PCC minutes 16/01/2019

  

The staffing situation was discussed again on 22/05/19. 

 

 

 

And again on 10/07/2019 

 

At the onset of the coronavirus and resulting lockdown, there was a dramatic 

and sudden decline in income. In order to protect the Abbey’s future viability, 

it was essential to look at staffing levels. A review was carried out – please 

see document ‘proposals for a new team structure May 2020’ HR consultants 

were brought in (appendix 7g) to advise the Abbey about the process. The 
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PCC were informed of the review and in the PCC meeting on 11/09/20 the 

PCC agreed for the HR advisor to implement the restructure. 

 

 

As a result of this review the following redundancies occurred. 

Verger 

Parish Administrator 

Choir Master  

 

The Vicar and Wardens regret the need for redundancies at this challenging 

time, however they are committed to make the Abbey financially sustainable 

for the future. 

 

o) What steps have been taken to fill casual vacancies amongst the 
church wardens and PCC members which have arisen during 2020? 
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Dr J Hunt stepped down as a church warden in the summer, there has been 

no attempt to replace her or Dr Richard Maguire as of yet. 

The additional workload caused by the Covid-19 pandemic resulted in the 

decision to  expand the team and so 4 members  of the congregation were co-

opted  to the Standing Committee. These are individuals who are willing to 

assist and have relevant skills to help the running of the Abbey in these very 

challenging times. 

These are Miss Vivien Coates, Mr Tim Jackson, Mrs Donna Taylor (nee 

Clarke), and Dr Stephanie Lyall. They were formally voted in by the PCC on 

15th December 2020 – please see the draft minutes. 

 

p) What arrangements have been or were made for the 2020 Annual 
Parish Meeting APCM to take place? If the meetings have taken place 
already, please say how notice of these meetings was given and what 
arrangements were made for the meetings including distribution of 
papers for nomination and voting and reports and say how many people 
participated in each meeting. If permission was obtained for the meeting 
to be deferred, please state from whom and when. 

 

The APCM was discussed at the Standing committees on 03/01/2020 and 

31/01/2020 and was arranged to be held on Sunday 31st May 2020.  

 

 

Due to the lockdown this was cancelled, and we followed the advice given by 

the Diocese.  
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Please note the APCM in 2019 had over 150 people in attendance and at no 

point in the last year could the Abbey have safely accommodated that 

number.  

The PCC were informed in May 2020 appendix 7h and all PCC members 

were sent the copy of the annual report which was submitted to the diocese.  
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Article 7 

PCC 

Appendix 7 

a. Annual Report 2019

b. Electoral roll

c. Fabric report 2020

d. Standing Committee Minutes

e. PCC minutes

f. Letter from Barbara Randall to Diocesan Registrar

g. Proposal for new team structure May 2020

h. Letter to PCC re APCM
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Article 8 

Safeguarding 

a) Please provide a copy of the PCC’s safeguarding report for 2019.

This was the report in the Annual Report 2019 (in appendix of article 7).

“The PCC has recently appointed Sue Ward to the role of Parish

Safeguarding Officer. She has already liaised with the Diocesan Safeguarding

Advisor and is ensuring that safeguarding is a standing agenda item at each

PCC meeting. A regular safeguarding audit is undertaken to ensure policy is

put into practice and appropriate and uptodate training is undertaken.  The

PCC accepts the House of Bishops safeguarding guidance, both policies and

practices and it publishes and regularly reviews its Safeguarding policy.”

b) Please confirm that the safeguarding training in the benefice is up to
date and that the benefice complies in all respects with the current
House of Bishops guidance on safeguarding matters.

All training is up to date as stipulated in the email by DSO dated 20/05/2019

(appendix 8a). All volunteers with the Abbey have been required to complete

the online training C0 and C1.

16 members of Wymondham Abbey staff and volunteers were trained in C2

on 03/08/2019 (appendix 8b). Further requests have been made to try to

access a date for C2 training for those still to be trained. This is still awaiting.

Wymondham Abbey complies with the requirements of the House of Bishops

and follows any updates.  Please see Nov 2019 revision of training needs

(appendix 8c)

A past case review submission and statement was submitted to the Diocese

on 08/11/2019 (appendix 8d).

It should be made clear that many of the difficulties around the choir and choir

master are related to safeguarding in particular, with regards the

implementation of safeguarding procedures. There was a huge amount of
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resistance to the choir agreements which featured safeguarding rules, and 

some members of the choir including a complainant who continues to verbally 

abuse the Vicar left at this point . 

A safeguarding review was carried out in Nov 2019 – (appendix 8e) 

A choir guardian role was introduced (appendix 8f) however, the choir failed to 

engage with this and produce the reports as requested . 

A safeguarding policy regarding transportation of children was written  

implemented – (appendix 8g)  

c) What, if any, safeguarding concerns have arisen in the benefice since
the start of 2019, and how have those been addressed? Please
categorise these concerns by reference to the type of concern.

The historical issues surrounding the implementation of safeguarding 

procedures which have been a problem for many years have continued  to 

cause acrimony.  For example - attempts at changing the practice of 

unaccompanied children going up to the organ loft with the choir master in an 

empty church were resisted and ultimately ended up with  children being  

banned from that space. The transportation of children in adult choir members 

cars was another area of concern where there was a reluctance to comply 

with policy . 

●

●

●
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●

●

●

●

●

d) How often and for what reasons has the Benefice been in touch with the
Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser for advice on safeguarding matters
since the beginning of 2019?

In July 2020 there was dialogue between the DSO(Sian Griffiths), the PSO

(Sue Ward), Mother Catherine and Ruth Jackson in relation to 

. The DSO overrode the decisions of

the ministry team in relation to . There is documentation relating to

these email discussions which are available to view but due to the personal

details and information about the health and wellbeing of a parishioner these

are not included in this document. Please indicate how you would like this

information to be disseminated.
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e) What discussion of safeguarding issues has taken place at the PCC
since the start of 2019? Please provide copies of the relevant minutes.

Please see appendix for article 7 for full PCC minutes.  The following issues

have been minuted.

22/05/2019 – PCC informed of need to undertake C0 training

05/06/2019 – PCC required to undertake C1 training

10/07/2019 – Agreement of choir guardian

11/08/2019 – PCC discussed improvement of excursions and activities

involving vulnerable and young people

20/11/2019 – Safeguarding review

12/02/2020 – Safeguarding update and release of schedule 1 offender

11/09/2020 -Safeguarding update

f) Please provide copies of the benefice safeguarding files and records.
Due to the sensitive nature of information included in these files – these can

be viewed during the visitation
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Article 8 

Safeguarding 

Appendix 8 

a. Email from Diocesan Safeguarding Officer

b. C2 trainees 03/08/2019

c. 2019 revision of training needs

d. Past case review

e. Safeguarding review nov 2019

f. Choir Guardian

g. Transportation of children
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 Article 9  

Coronavirus 

a) Please describe the response of the Benefice to the coronavirus
outbreak.

The lockdown brought with it huge challenges for all churches, including how

to provide opportunities for prayer and worship, how to offer pastoral support,

how to maintain and build a worshipping community and how to reach the

vulnerable of the parish.  There was no simple answer and Mthr Catherine

and the ministry team worked to develop ways of worship to respond to the

needs of parishioners. It is worth noting many of the individuals responsible

for delivering the Abbey’s response are themselves over 70 or had significant

health issues and were shielding in the initial phase.

Phone calls 
The Ministry team telephoned everyone on the electoral roll plus any others 

whose contact details they had.They noted for each person any particular 

worries they had, any sickness, any help needed and how they seemed to be 

coping in general and emotionally in the circumstances. This enabled the 

team to offer help and support where needed. Anybody requiring help with 

shopping, fetching prescriptions and so on, was given the local Help Hub 

telephone number and also the number to ring to contact someone in the 

church.  Anyone struggling emotionally or where there were concerns about 

them was contacted more frequently. 

On-line 
A series of on-line offerings began with emphasis placed on establishing a 

pattern of worship for Sunday.  This included readings, music, poems, a 

homily, Godly Play and a craft activity. These were provided on the website, 

with some elements also available on facebook and youtube.  The Vicar pre-

recorded the homily, parishioners were invited to record audio files for the 

readings – ensuring engagement and a sense of community of voices.  A 

number of the teenagers became involved in learning how to lead Godly Play 
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and pre-recorded the stories. The craft activities were pre-recorded by a lay 

minister,  encouraging children (and adults) to explore the Godly Play 

questions.  These were available throughout the week and remain as part of 

the online archive. https://www.wymondhamabbey.org.uk/sundays-archive/  

The 'Pew News' was written weekly, made up of contributions from members 

of the congregation, including uplifting reflections, a message from the Vicar, 

prayers, Readers' Corner, a regular article for gardeners, recipes and humour, 

it has helped keep spirits up. For an example see 

https://mailchi.mp/14a2e668f75f/online-pew-news-april-5th-palm-

sunday?e=3542641ab2.  Many more are available. This was emailed to those 

who wanted it and for people without internet access a hard copy was 

distributed. 

WhatsApp 
A number of WhatsApp groups were set up for the Abbey community 

including the fellowship group, volunteer group, Happiness project and a 

families group. These enabled people to keep in contact with each other 

maintaining a sense of community. At least one member of the ministry team 

participated in each whatsApp group.  

Pastoral Care 

Throughout this time, a number of the parishioners have been supported 

pastorally by the vicar and ministry team for situations including 

bereavements, mental health, isolation etc.  This has happened over the 

phone, zoom and where possible in person. 

Livestream 
When it became possible to meet for worship, particular care and attention 

was taken to ensure a safe environment. Two parishioners learnt to use 

technology for livestream, and time was taken to find camera angles so those 

watching from home could feel as much part of the service as possible.   
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Young People 

When the schools closed in March, it quickly became apparent many of the 

children and teenagers were finding lockdown difficult.  The WhatsApp group 

for families was set up and parishioners with children were invited to join to 

share news, prayer and maintain a sense of community.  A Happiness project 

WhatsApp group was set up to enable the high school kids to keep a sense of 

identity as a group. During the lockdown period,  ‘taskmaster’ style challenges 

were set regularly with points given for fun and creative entries. Weekly zoom 

meetings were organised up for this group and activities included quizzes, 

debates, cooking, murder mystery as well as opportunity for prayer. 

A regular zoom group was also organised for primary age children with 

quizzes, scavenger hunts and games. All zoom groups for children and 

teenagers were facilitated by either the vicar or lay minister. Two adults with 

the appropriate level of safeguarding training were always present.   

As lockdown continued, it became apparent that some of the children 

(particularly the high school age) were struggling and becoming despondent 

and sad.  As lockdown lifted, and as soon as risk assessments had been 

done, the children’s group and (separately) Happiness project group met 

outside in the Abbey grounds for socially distanced games, prayer and 

activities finding God in nature.  The improvement of the wellbeing of these 

children was so good to see.  

It was hoped this could have been further extended to offer to other children 

of the parish and the Papillon trust were approached to request access to the 

meadow for these types of children’s groups.  Unfortunately, this was turned 

down. 

The children have all been involved in the Christmas preparations – sharing 

ideas and planning for the online crib service.  They have pre-recorded clips 

which have been compiled into a Christmas story.  This has been viewed over 

600 times. 
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Limitations 

We recognise we haven’t been able to offer as much we would like to do.  

This is a large parish.  In the summer, Fr Stephen retired and the resignation 

of a churchwarden left the team smaller and more stretched.  Ongoing ‘fire 

fighting’ takes time away from ministry and worship. New people have 

expressed interest in joining the team, and we hope to be able to meet the 

needs of parishioners during the challenges of this lockdown building on what 

was learnt last year. 

b) What has the benefice done since the start of the coronavirus outbreak
to enable parishioners to participate, online or otherwise in worship and
ministry of (a) Wymondham Abbey and (b) Spooner Row?

Please see response to 9a, There is one live streamed service at 9.30 on a

Sunday this is for all members of both congregations to access. At Christmas

there was provision made for a Eucharist Service on Christmas day  at both

churches with the abbey live-streaming theirs.

c) What practical steps have been taken to keep in contact with those in
the parish who may have been ‘shielding ‘ from the virus because of a
particular health vulnerability?

For people without access to the internet, the Pew News was delivered in

paper form weekly. Devotional booklets were ordered and delivered monthly.

Cards were sent to each of these people on special occasions such as

Church Feast Days plus flowers on Mothering Sunday, a gift at Easter and at

Christmas.

Some of the young children and teenagers were matched with elderly people

who were self-isolating or housebound. The young people wrote letters to

them and many of the elderly people wrote replies and contacted us to say

how pleased they were to have that contact with the young. Teenagers have
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assisted in delivering letters and packages to the isolated throughout the 

covid period. 

d) What practical steps has the benefice taken to minister to those in need
within the parish, or those unable to leave home, to ensure they have
remained able to receive food and medication?

Boxes of quality, fresh food were available to families in need and this offer of

help is ongoing. The telephone number of an excellent help group who fetch

and deliver medication and shopping was printed in the Pew News and

people were told they could ring the Abbey Office phone number to request

help. This number had been diverted to the phone of a Warden. The question

of food and medication was also asked in the telephone calls to all on the

electoral roll. Younger adults in the congregation have shopped for

housebound parishioners and collected prescriptions.

Help was given to get a vulnerable parishioner a doctor's appointment and

medical support when it was identified he was in pain and unable to access

the GP booking system.

e) Please confirm that Wymondham Abbey and Spooner Row remain open
for private prayer each day.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to open the Abbey for private prayer.  We 

recognise the disappointment this caused including to the diocese.  

The insurance stipulates that two volunteers must be present when the Abbey 

is open to the public.  Many of the Abbey volunteers are within the vulnerable 

group and have been unable to assist during this time. It was not possible to 

open without stewards as many people visit the Abbey as an historical 

monument to view the building and use the toilets, not solely for prayer. 

Without volunteers it would have been difficult to ensure people were only 

using the space set aside for prayer resulting in the requirement for thorough 

cleaning of all areas of the Abbey on a daily basis.  The cost of this level of 
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cleaning at a time when there was financial pressure meant this was not 

possible.  

During this time the abbey was also closed for building work to repair the 

chancel roof and installation of a new lighting system. 

With challenges opening the Abbey for private prayer, outside prayer stations 

were developed in the Abbey grounds. These were available for all, including 

the wider community. Many people have commented that while they do not 

feel comfortable going to a service they use these outside spaces to reflect 

and find peace. People have of course continued to pray privately, accessing 

prayer resources through the website amongst other places. Teaching at the 

abbey reinforces the belief that God is everywhere and it isn’t necessary to be 

in a particular building to pray although we do recognise the importance of the 

abbey as a place of prayer.  

It was not possible to open Spooner Row church as it has proved impossible 

to get sufficient engagement with those involved to ensure proper protection 

for the safety of the public. 

f) Please provide minutes of the PCC’s discussions and agreement of
measures to be put in place to reflect government and legal
requirements during the pandemic.

It was not possible to meet as a PCC early in the pandemic and the standing

committee responded to the above questions.

Risk assessments were written and care was taken at each stage to comply

with government advice and legal requirements.
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Article 10 

Pastoral Care and Ministry 

a) Please describe the contributions made to the ministry of the benefice
by the Revd Stephen Sealey and the Revd Louisa Pittman.

Fr Stephen was a calm, pleasant and likeable priest.  It is understood from

conversations with parishioners that he came to Wymondham Abbey as a

pre-retirement post and was surprised how busy the parish was. He was

reliable and preferred the pastoral aspects of ministry to leadership and

decision making. He appeared to find conflict difficult and deferred to the

status quo rather than supporting change. He carried out a large number of

the weddings and funerals at the Abbey and the families he met were grateful

for his ministry.  He regularly took home communion visits.

With his experience as a precentor at Canterbury it was hoped he would be

able to assist with the relations with the choirmaster.  Unfortunately, despite

regular meetings his instructions were often ignored. As previously

mentioned, he found these meetings very taxing and often had to take time off

afterwards.

A number of parishioners were not comfortable with a female priest as

incumbent and tried to engage solely with Fr Stephen, he discouraged them

from this but there was pressure from a small group of parishioners which it is

understood he found difficult. Father Stephen was the Air Cadets Chaplain

and engaged well with the air cadets encouraging them to take part in

activities at the Abbey such as assisting at craft fairs.

The Revd Louisa was only present in the parish for a few months. During this

time, she embraced learning about liturgy.  She was very computer literate

which was helpful in publishing liturgies.

b) Please say why you think these two priests chose not to remain in
Wymondham.
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When Fr Stephen was appointed, he stated that he was approaching 

retirement and was only looking for a post for 2 years. During his time in 

Wymondham, he said he found Norfolk was a long way from his family.  He 

has since moved closer to his family. Below is an excerpt from an email sent 

by a parishioner and member of the PCC. See appendix 10a. 

I'm sure Father Stephen told people this but as long ago as Oct 2018 he told me he was 
finding living in Norfolk was too far away from his family, and he was spending all his holiday 
driving in order to see them all. 

love and prayers as always 

The Revd Louisa came to post in the parish after failing to gain a post in her 

preferred Diocese of Bristol.  At the time of her appointment Mthr Catherine 

spoke to Bishop Alan and discussed reservations about if the parish was the 

right fit for her. When Louisa was made a deacon, Mthr Catherine explained 

to her some of the challenges of the parish of Wymondham and offered 

support and guidance around these issues.  She found that Bishop Alan had 

already spoken with Revd Louisa about this. This was contrary to the 

agreement Mthr Catherine had made with the Bishop when they discussed 

Rev Louisa’s appointment. 

It is thought Revd Louisa was exposed to unpleasant comments by some 

parishioners although she never reported this, a churchwarden overheard a 

choir member describe her as a ‘disabled American dyke’ – which was 

completely unacceptable.   

Revd Louisa did not engage willingly with the supervision process and did not 

complete or sign paperwork for fortnightly supervision meetings.  She found 

constructive feedback difficult. Louisa appeared to find it difficult to work within 

the parish team and at times became non-communicative. In the week prior to 

her leaving, Mthr Catherine was aware something was not right and took her 

to lunch along with Fr Stephen to offer her support. The following week Louisa 

left with no notice. It was thought she was unwell, and it was only a few days 

later the situation became clear. She did not inform Mthr Catherine she was 

not attending a Harvest Festival school assembly, leaving a difficult situation 

with the Head Teacher. Please see appendix 10b of Standing Committee 
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minutes which explains the situation this left vicar and wardens in with 

relations to the Spooner Row school.  Subsequent to Louisa leaving Mthr 

Catherine wrote to Bishop Alan. Appendix 10c. 

Dear Bishop Alan 

Ref: Revd Dr Louisa Pitman 

We hope Louisa has settled well in her new position – we continue to pray for her. We are 
writing to ask for your assistance in a couple of matters: 

1) We have been waiting for the return of Louisa’s keys to the Abbey but have not yet
received them. This matter is not urgent; however, we obviously need to keep a track of
all keys to the Abbey and offices.  We would be grateful if you would contact her and ask
her to post them to us.

2) When Louisa left us, she still had in her possession all the GDPR forms and work
agreements forms from the Wymondham Abbey Choir.  These and all the data related to
them have not been returned. She also has the sole list of emails for contacting the
children in the Abbey. The return of all of this data is urgent, given current regulations
and the danger of data breach. We need the GDPR forms and signed working
agreements returned as paperwork. We hope that you will be able to recover these
things for us in good time. We also require some assurance from Louisa that all the data
from the Abbey which was stored on her own computer has been deleted. (We are sure
she will already have done this, but we do need confirmation).

c) Is there a need for an assistant priest to minister at Wymondham? If so,
please say how it is envisaged that this minister might work effectively
with the Vicar and the PCC?

Ideally an assistant priest is needed at Wymondham Abbey due to the size of

the parish and the number of additional services – including weddings,

funerals, and baptisms.  There is a dynamic PCC who alongside the Vicar and

wardens are reimagining ways of worship and new ways of engaging the

community.  To work effectively the assistant priest would need to be able to

work as part of a team, including lay ministers and the vicar to support and

encourage growth and mission.

Ruth Jackson joined the ministry team in September 2019 as part of a lay

ministry placement with Ridley Hall Theological College.  This continues to be
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a successful and positive placement, working well for Ruth, Mthr Catherine, 

the wider team and within the parish. 

d) Please provide copies of PCC minutes at which their departure was
reported and showing what discussions took place at the PCC about
how ministry would be delivered following their respective departures.

Fr Stephen left during the coronavirus lockdown.  It was not formally minuted
at the PCC, however it was published on the weekly pew sheet to inform all
parishioners on 5th April 2020 –  https://mailchi.mp/14a2e668f75f/online-pew-news-
april-5th-palm-sunday?e=3542641ab2 full Pew New for this date.

Fr Stephen has announced his retirement to the beautiful West Country. It does not
seem long since he came to join us in a phase of ‘winding down’ his ministry.
We thank him for his ministry among us and we wish him well in the new adventures.
His last Sunday with the parish is Sunday the 24th May.
Given the present limitations Fr Stephen will not be leaving the Town until after the lock
down has been lifted. We look forward asking him back for a special service of
thanksgiving when things have settled for the country and for him.

Please keep him in your prayers

At the time of Revd Louisa’s departure, it was unclear if she would return. 

While the PCC were told verbally it was not recorded in the minutes but 

published on the pew sheet. 

e) Please provide copies of the PCC minutes showing what discussions
have taken place at the PCC since the beginning of 2019 about the
patten and content of services at Wymondham Abbey and Spooner Row

At the PCC meetings, the Vicar updates the PCC on upcoming events and

services such as Christmas, festal services etc

The pattern and content of services is minuted at the PCC if significant

changes were proposed.  See PCC minutes below 12/02/2020– full minutes

available in appendix 7.
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The PCC have the opportunity to raise suggestions about services at meetings and 

these are welcomed. 

There are a number of questions to be considered about the church after the 

pandemic. What numbers will return and over what time period? How do we reach 

people and provide the spiritual support the congregation and the wider community 

need? How do we manage within the current financial constraints? This will almost 

certainly lead to a change in the services we offer but this will occur in consultation 

with the PCC and wider congregation. 
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Article 10 

Pastoral Care and Ministry 

Appendix 10 

a. Email from PCC member

b. Standing committee minutes 25/01/2019

c. Letter to Bishop Alan re Louisa Pittman
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Article 11 

a) Please say how many adults and children have attended your main Sunday
morning services at Wymondham Abbey and Spooner Row each Sunday since
2019.

This information is complete and up to date in the service registers and can be 
viewed during the visitation. 

b) Please describe the plans of the Benefice for mission and outreach in the
parish for 2020 and 2021 in the light of the coronavirus and say how you
plan  to grow the worshipping congregation.

Since being appointed as the Incumbent of Wymondham Abbey, Mthr Catherine has 

laid out the vision for the parish on a number of occasions including on her 

appointment, at each APCM and the first meeting of every new PCC.  The PCC have 

been happy to support this vision and have been progressively working towards it 

over the past 3 years. 

The vision for Wymondham Abbey is to make the concept of ‘church’ something 

living, relevant and much bigger and inspiring than just the building. Building up the 

people and the benefice showing how God is apparent and relevant in ordinary life. 

The Ministry is informed by a desire to offer through teaching and praxis the deeper 

way into God’s heart.  

Over recent years there has been a resurgence of interest in the Monastic Model of 

Christianity.  Wymondham Abbey embraces the values and mission of this model to 

bring people to God, to help people to deepen their spiritual life with God and 

understand and live by the Gospel teachings.  

The general principles include: 

⮚ Hospitality – to be considerate and hospitable to those who come to the

Abbey and the Abbey grounds for recreation, as tourists, pilgrims’ and those 

who sometimes come for worship. 

⮚ Publicly living Gospel imperatives – being unambiguous in our commitment to

Our Lord 

⮚ Teaching and preaching the Gospel
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⮚ Prayer - reaching out to help and keeping in prayer those who are suffering in 

the town, in the worshipping community as well as those around the world 

⮚ Healing - offering wisdom in lives particular in respect of wellbeing 

⮚ Charitable works – to keep alert for needs in the community paying particular 

attention to the young and to the vulnerable 

 

 
Returning to services coming out of Lockdown 
Wymondham Abbey will be working to support and encourage a return to worship. 

We do not expect this to be fast. Since the National church required churches to 

close in the first lockdown, relatively few people have attended even when permitted 

and access worship and engagement through online services, social media, mail-

outs and some activities in the church yard. Looking forward, it is unlikely 

congregations will return to previous numbers within the next 12 months. National 

Church Life Statistics show that when a congregation falls for whatever reason, it 

may be able to return to the status quo ante with two years of work but, in most 

cases, this does not happen and numbers lost do not return. For these reasons, 

congregations may remain smaller for at least two years. Patterns of life have 

changed and people will remain fearful.  To this end Wymondham Abbey is looking 

at ways to engage people in worship, encouraging a return to services while 

providing ministry for those who remain anxious about attending church in person. 

 

The plans includes: 

● For the rest of this year we will, when possible, offer one worship service in 

the Abbey on Sundays. This service aims to imaginatively encompass the 

needs of all members of the church, incorporating excellent liturgy. All Cv19 

provision in place will continue at least until Christmas 2021. 
● The Sunday service will continue to be live streamed. 
● Centering Prayer currently accessed via Zoom will be live streamed 
● Evening prayer will be live streamed or on social media 
● Develop Outside worship with welcoming short attractive services anyone can 

join in. 

● Introduce Pilgrimage worship walks with prayer stations. 
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● When guidelines allow we will offer singing at services. The plan is to use a 

few different choirs. This is to avoid undue pressure on volunteers, to keep 

standards up and to broaden the pool of choristers to include more from the 

town who have not sung here before but might enjoy the opportunity. 

● Building on the success and engagement via social media we shall continue 

to develop this.  The more information we can share, the better people can 

understand what we are hoping to achieve and recognise the presence of 

God in all that we do. 

 

Wymondham Town 

The Covid pandemic has had a significant impact on our thinking and vision for 

Wymondham Abbey. Lockdowns have resulted in the deterioration of mental health 

in adults and children. The problems already present in young people before Covid 

have been exacerbated. Children in the West generally have too much academic 

pressure, too much social pressure to conform, too much inducement to 

consumerism and not enough autonomy, not enough freedom to think, to 

contemplate and not enough simple joys. People have now been isolated in ways 

that were once unimaginable and this has impacted the lonely most significantly.  

There has been an enormous financial fallout and many people have lost work. The 

biggest burden of financial contraction has been borne by the least affluent; a hugely 

disproportionate burden falling on the poor and marginal sections of the community. 

These problems all exist within the community of the town of Wymondham. This has 

led to an increased momentum of the ministry team to aspire to meet and support 

people where they are and not expect them to come to meet us where we are - 

demonstrating Christian compassion and loving kindness. 

 

We have come to see that the churchyard is even more valuable than we had once 

thought. During the pandemic, the increased use of the Abbey grounds by people 

from Wymondham and the engagement with the reflection spaces helped people 

understand that the Abbey is for everyone. When we say we are inclusive and 

active, we mean it, including the most vulnerable. We will encourage and continue to 
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promote the Abbey grounds for use by local people as a place of belonging, 

recreation and exercise using signs and changing opportunities to notice God’s 

presence and Jesus’ teaching. 

We will build on the positive engagement with the Abbey grounds to work to offer 

eco-outdoor experiences and spaces for the community. This will include exploring 

ways to offer access to animals for people to watch and enjoy as well as being  part 

of wellbeing projects as people become involved and learning to care for God’s 

creation and beings.  
We are looking at ways to work with the parish councillors and the Mayor to serve 

both the town of Wymondham and Spooner Row. 

Ministry post Lockdown 
Children, Young People and families 

Children have had to face an unprecedented amount of time in front of a screen.  

Even before Covid and lockdown, it has been well documented that prolonged 

screen use has a negative impact on communication, social skills and the mental 

health of children and young people.  With the vast majority of school online, 

children’s emotional and spiritual well-being has been impacted, many have become 

subdued and are missing social interactions.  

A series of initiatives to address this include: 

⮚ Nature walks – taking time to be together outside, slowing down to see and

notice the beauty of God’s creation.  

⮚ Wellbeing initiatives – extending the work already carried out as part of the

Happiness Project to more children 

⮚ Building a strong sense of community and shared experiences

⮚ Resilience -building opportunities

⮚ Summer programmes to include academic support, visit to alpacas, time to

‘be’. 

⮚ When travel permits 4 day Pilgrimage to Holy Island (teens) 

3 day Spiritual camp at Ditchingham for families 
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⮚ We are planning a choral outreach in the Summer (if allowed). We are

currently seeking a grant for this. 

⮚ We will improve our provision for very young children

⮚ Provide supportive opportunities for parents

Mental health  
There is a mental health crisis in our society and the need for this ministry has 

increased significantly. The time taken up by this ministry  has increased from 

about 2% of minister’s time to about 40%. We have good skills among the team 

and would benefit from additional accredited training. We need to develop well-

understood protocols about what we can safely offer. We are seeking 

professional help for this. 

End-of-life Ministry  
The pandemic has meant the normal patterns of end-of-life care, death, funerals 

and grieving have been disrupted. 

This has highlighted the importance of ministry for the dying, those nursing 

friends & relatives and the bereaved.  

There are plans to develop an integrated ministry team to support those who are 

dying and for their relatives. 

Also provide a bereavement pastoral support group 

And a post Covid thanksgiving service. 

Education  
Wymondham Abbey believes in the importance of education and works to provide 

interesting, motivating activities and learning opportunities, enabling people to put 

down technology and experience another side of life. These are designed to inspire 

and provide opportunities for people to learn and embrace teaching and explore their 

faith.  

● Abbey Scholar programme – a series of talks on history, Christianity , prayer

traditions
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● Plans for a Holistic health wellbeing centre offering Art Activities,

Aromatherapy, Massage, Yoga, Pottery, Weaving, Dance, Music

● Deepening relations with God: Prayer life, the Contemplative tradition and

Biblical teaching, Centering prayer, Wisdom tradition

● CALM project offering hospitality to this great initiative creatively supporting

people with difficult diagnoses

● Biblical Studies

● Connecting with, deepening and encouraging the faith life of the worshiping

community

● Courses at Lent and Advent will be live streamed and use in person or zoom

● Lockdown has demonstrated the need for internet access for all members of

society. Ipad training is already planned for those who have never owned a

computer

ECO Issues and ECO church 
There is tremendous enthusiasm for Eco issues, especially within younger 

generations.  Wymondham Abbey is committed to: 

● Being good stewards of the land we have been given – continue development

of the churchyard and protect its wildlife.

● Be active for eco-justice

● Advocate for the welfare of all creatures and the planet

● Advocate for human and animal rights and freedom of expression

● Provide opportunities for people to experience the Glory of God in creation.

● Extend eco considerations in all purchases as the PCC consider the budget

● Include Eco advocacy groups stalls at all fairs and events –

● Move to Paperless administration

Lay ministry 

The Benefice values and wishes to encourage, develop and respond to Lay 

leadership and Lay ministry in the church. There is a growing feeling that Lay 
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ministry and leadership does not have a strong voice in the wider church. 

Recognising the calling, commitment and qualities of the laity, we want to be 

attentive to what is God is asking of the benefice in our time. 

The Abbey Buildings 

The latest Quinquennial report shows a long list of repairs and suggestions. The 

building's most urgent repairs have been done and we are working through the list. 

Overall, the building is in good repair. The Abbey is a listed building but the Abbey 

Hall and  the church at Spooner Row are not . 

We have steadily removed clutter from the Abbey and the Church is now warm, 

welcoming and peaceful. St Benedict’s is contemporary, comfortable and inviting. In 

addition to the main Abbey building we have the Abbey Hall which recently has also  

been decluttered and we are looking at the future use of this space. We hope to 

develop this as a Wellbeing centre and to welcome a broad section of the town to 

various activities throughout the week. We hope rentals will contribute to the Abbey's 

revenue and ability to pay bills and ongoing costs but also leave money that can be 

spent on Mission to the town. 

The maintenance of the buildings is overseen by the Wardens and the Fabric Officer. 

We are fortunate in our experienced Fabric officer. Inspection by the Wardens and 

fabric officer is continual and ongoing. We are driving down our carbon footprint with 

the introduction of LEDs and looking at greener methods of heating. The fabric 

officer has reviewed all contracts  and renegotiated or changed suppliers where 

there is a cost benefit . 

The Abbey is of interest to tourists and to pilgrims and we have used volunteers to 

provide the necessary welcome, protection for each other and for the Abbey, 

meeting our insurer's conditions. It has never been possible to cover all the volunteer 

slots for 5 days a week. During the pandemic most have resigned. We want to 

enhance both the visitor and the volunteer experience. Volunteers sometimes felt 
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cold and often, in the winter, had very few visitors or none at all during their shift. 

Bringing people in through St Benedict's means the volunteers will be kept warm, 

safe and busy in part of the building with tea, coffee, toilets and a comfortable place 

to be. They will also manage the sale of tea, coffee and cake. The enhanced 

welcome will mean many more regular and casual visitors from the town. It will 

increase revenue and keep the Abbey worship space free of shoppers (this never 

worked well for volunteers or visitors). Our strong evidence is that the shop sells 

better when situated in the coffee area. This arrangement will allow the church to 

become a genuinely quiet place for private prayer, something the Abbey has been 

very sadly missing. 

The sale of our tour pamphlets and guided tours will meet the tourists where their 

interest lies, and they will be free to look inside the Abbey while being asked to be 

respectful and quiet. This will reduce a tension in the worshipping community. Our 

Tourist Information boards and materials have been updated and are excellent. 

We expect to continue to be a destination for tourists but to become somewhere 

people come back to, knowing they will find a warm welcome here. The town will use 

the Abbey building regularly for coffee and hospitality, perhaps combined with an 

opportunity to say a prayer or light a candle. Votive candles will be included free with 

coffee or tea, thus encouraging people to light a candle (an overt encouragement to 

connect with God) in the Abbey before they go home.  

We will keep the West Doors of the Abbey open and the glass doors locked during 

the week so that people walking past can see the Comper Reredos illuminated and 

the beauty of the Abbey. The all-day lighting of the reredos is made possible by our 

new, very efficient and cheap to run, low carbon lighting options. 

Through good hospitality and a clear ethos we can welcome all-comers and 

encourage connections with the faith and with the ethos of the parish around 

sustainability, compassion, eco-justice and inclusion. 

We have begun consultation to develop the area under the East tower and to put in a 

lift so that people can enjoy the view. 

We hope to extend our work to signal that the Abbey is alive and welcoming. 
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We have moved furniture so that the MU and the many Study groups we have in the 

Abbey can use St Margaret’s space for meetings. A small Altar will be added to that 

room so that it lends itself to use as a prayer space. 

It is hoped that the Abbey will have a busy and varied programme and have plenty to 

offer and engage members of the Wymondham Community. 

Over the last few years, the spider diagram listed in the link has been very 

constructively dealt with and we are in a good position to take the vision forward as 

soon as lock down lifts.  New lighting, roofing and a sound system as well as live 

streaming cameras have been installed.  

In Summary 

⮚ An immediate priority is to help the many people who  will have been badly

affected by the pandemic. 

⮚ To allow what has been learnt from the pandemic to encourage new and

wiser approaches to life’s priorities. 

⮚ To offer helpful and positive reflection on the fragile nature of what we take for

granted.  

⮚ To make the church viable and to ensure income will cover the Abbey’s

ongoing costs (including parish share) as well as, very importantly, meet the 

need to develop and fund community support projects and worship. To build a 

financial buffer in case of emergencies. 

⮚ To keep the church here facing outwards into the town – rather than being too

self-referential. 

⮚ To equip people to engage confidently with, and live out of, God's wisdom.

⮚ To offer accessible and appropriate theological and spiritual wisdom for the

whole community, from people who worship at the Abbey to those who walk 

their dogs through the grounds. 

⮚ To speak clearly of faith and ethos and to encourage ethical living and

promote the huge value of good community. 
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⮚ To follow through with developing the benefice's genuine openness and

service to all. 

⮚ To continue to offer excellent liturgy

⮚ To develop new authentic ways of worship, particularly outside the building.

⮚ To change our public stance so that there is a change in perceptions about

lay leadership and lay vocations. 
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Article 12 

Abbey Hall and School Room 

a) Please provide a list of organisations using 2019 and 2020, including
regular hiring arrangements detailing times of regular hires and the
income received from hiring’s.

Please see attached list provided by the Abbey Hall Committee for the list of

regular hirers (appendix 12a).

The income from hiring in 2019     £9732 

The outgoings of the Abbey Hall approx. £3000 

Resulting in a net profit         £6732 

Concerns about the profitability of the Abbey Hall were raised at the PCC 

meeting on 22/05/2019 – see excerpt below (full PCC minutes in appendix of 

article 7).  

b) Please describe how these hiring’s assisted the mission and ministry of
the parish in Wymondham.

The Scouts use the Abbey Hall and are very welcome to continue to use it

once it is possible to reopen. At no point has the Vicar, Wardens or PCC said

the Scout association can no longer use the Abbey Hall, indeed the Vicar has

been categorical in saying we will continue to accommodate ventures that

support the children of Wymondham including the Scouts.  This is very

apparent in the Zoom meeting held with the Abbey Hall committee on
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28/09/2020.  A recording of this meeting is available to view using the link 

below. Please watch this meeting for complete transparency about the 

discussion of the Abbey Hall between Mthr Catherine and the Abbey Hall 

committee. Please email admin@wymondhamabbey.org.uk if you would 

prefer the link to be sent electronically. 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/ct1TZDmD86sqNPeIi4-

uzIgPmiJLEdRNPEHmmXl_HUdPvt5gu-sUE8PpDUYOWL0o.m-

KWUJiSl8lPycdw?startTime=1601302122000 

Password  

Parish lunches – these have been organised once a month by a group of 

volunteers under the leadership of Joyce Reynolds who sits on the Abbey Hall 

Committee. They have been happening for 22 years. The PCC has been told 

they make over £1000 profit for charities including The Children’s Society and 

local food bank. However, the committee have been reluctant to share 

information about this and the PCC has seen no documentation of the 

accounts of the parish lunches. These lunches are open to the congregation 

and local community, but the PCC feel there is more work to be done to 

include the isolated, vulnerable and elderly of the parish. 

The Abbey Hall is unutilised for the majority of the day.  There is a wealth of 

potential to use this asset both to bring an income to the Abbey, and also 

utilise the space more effectively for the community and the mission of the 

Abbey.  The PCC are currently considering options, these include wellbeing 

activities to support mental health needs, children and youth work and artistic 

projects.  

c) Please describe the arrangements for the management of the Abbey Hall
Committee and the way in which this committee interacts with the PCC
and describing how long these arrangements have been in place.
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The PCC is ultimately legally responsible for the Abbey Hall.  The Abbey Hall 

committee is asked to report to the PCC.  There has been resistance by the 

Abbey Hall committee to engage with the PCC and challenge the PCC’s 

requests.  

Concerns were raised at the PCC meeting on 05/06/2019 about an insurance 

claim made - see excerpt below (full PCC minutes available in appendix of 

article 7). 

This PCC had concerns about the risk assessment, safeguarding aspects and 

booking process carried out by the Abbey Hall committee. Representatives 

from the Abbey Hall Committee were invited to the PCC meeting on 

20/11/2019 (full PCC minutes in article 7).
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Mr Faircliffe and Dr Buckton attended on the 10/11/2019. They were thanked 

for all their years of hard work and asked to ensure good liaison with the PCC 

and to address issues which had arisen– see below (full minutes in article 7)

 

At the PCC meeting on 12/02/20 it was reported that the Abbey Hall 

Committee were working on the documentation and there was a plan to invite 

them to the next PCC meeting – see below.  However, due to the lockdown 

this wasn’t possible. 
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d) Please provide a copy of the minutes of the Abbey Hall Committee for 
2019 and 2020. 

There is not a full set of minutes from the Abbey Hall committee as they do 

not always submit the minutes to the PCC. A request was made to them but 

we are still awaiting the minutes for 2019 and 2020. 

 

e) Please provide copies of the minutes of any PCC discussions and 
resolutions relating to the abbey Hall in 2020, including those relating to 
the decision to appropriate the Abbey Hall as the church office.  

The Abbey Hall has not been appropriated as the church office and at no 

point has this been a consideration. 

It is of concern that the Diocese has listened to hearsay resulting in such a 

large number of questions in these articles.  It has come to light that PCC 

member Barbara Randall wrote the 12th September 2020 misinforming them 

that ‘the Abbey Hall was being taken over for use as a church office’.  

(See appendix 12b)  

This is despite her being present at the PCC meeting and voting to look for 

ways for the PCC to repurpose the Abbey Hall. 

See excerpt from PCC minutes dated 11/09/20 relating to discussion of the 

future of the Abbey Hall. 
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At no point has the appropriation of the Abbey Hall been a consideration but  

misinformation and gossip which has been addressed by the Vicar and 

Wardens continues to be questioned. Confusion may have been caused by a 

notice on the school room door redirecting post to the post box on the side of 

the Abbey Hall.  This was to save redirection costs and enable the postman to 

deliver mail.   

At the moment it is not possible to open the Abbey Hall to groups due to covid 

and in the short term the photocopier is stored in the Abbey Hall.  It is not 

ideal as the photo copier paper becomes damp and an engineer has had to 

be called out.  When the lease expires on the copier the PCC plan to find a 

more suitably sized and cost-effective copier which can be relocated out of 

the Abbey Hall.   

Under the Charity Commission document “ Use of Church Halls for village hall 

and other charitable purposes 2001” meetings of the clergy are permissible. 

The Abbey Hall is not suited to meetings due to lack of furniture and reliable 

heating. Over the past few months, the ministry team has met on Zoom or in 

person in St.Benedict’s. Twice a meeting was held in the Abbey Hall to 

discuss the Abbey hall. On one occasion a  parishioner peered through the 

window which may have led to an unfortunate chain of misinformation. The 
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result of this was an unpleasant letter being sent to the Wymondham 

Magazine (appendix 12c). The Vicar and Wardens were told by Wymondham 

Magazine this letter was about to be published and were given just days to 

write a reply (appendix 12d), taking important time away from ministry and 

pastoral care.  

Excerpt below from a man living in Wymondham – full letter in appendix 12c 

 A letter to the Editor of ‘Wymondham Magazine’ 

The pre-Reformation history of Wymondham Abbey is rife with disputes between clergy and 

parishioners. Some 500 years later, history appears to be repeating itself. Having vacated the 

old Abbey office to save £4,000 annual rent, the ‘word in the street’ is that the Vicar and 

Churchwardens wish to move their office to the Abbey Hall. Built as a community facility, 

more than 50 years ago, the hall hosts a wide range of community group activities which 

would be forced to find alternative venues. 

f) Please say how the financial consequences of appropriating the Abbey
Hall as the church office were reported to the PCC.

They weren’t reported as it hasn’t been appropriated as the office. 

g) Please describe the conversations between the PCC and the Abbey Hall
Committee which preceded the decision to appropriate the Abbey Hall
as the church office.

The Abbey Hall has not been appropriated as the church office. Therefore, no

conversation about this took place.  As previously mentioned in response to

question 12b, Mthr Catherine held a Zoom meeting with the Abbey Hall

Committee during which she explained clearly and calmly the PCC plans to

review the Abbey Hall use and invited the Abbey Hall committee to comment

and make suggestions. Please view this meeting on the Zoom recording for

complete transparency.

The PCC have had to consider the most viable and appropriate use of the

Abbey Hall.  While it is closed during lockdown a small amount of church
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property has been stored there and we are taking the opportunity to  review 

everything to ensure we are doing the best for the Parish going forward. 

Organisations which store equipment there have been asked to remove it. 

The PCC has concerns that the Abbey Hall committee makes continued 

demands and misinforms the community.  The tone of letters from the 

committee are not conducive to a good working relationship. Excerpt from a 

letter from Abbey Hall committee to the PCC dated 12/11/2020 – full letter in 

appendix 12e. 

 

 

 

Excerpt from Abbey Hall committee to Sybil Martin and Bernard Douglass 

dated 12/11/2020.  Full document in appendix 12f. 

“It is only by our persuasion to many irate hirers this issue has not already appeared 
in local and regional newspapers. We are hoping to hear in the very near future the 
PCC, even by a majority vote, have agreed for the hall to revert back to the function 
for which it was built fifty years ago.” 
 

Very recently, despite repeated assurances that there is no planned change 

of use of the Abbey Hall, the Abbey Hall committee contacted South Norfolk 

District Council regarding the rates payable on the Hall. We were then sent an 

invoice for several thousand pounds.  An exemption has been applied for, and 

granted. This appears to be an attempt to undermine the PCC and its work in 

the community.  
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 The PCC has discussed how the communication between the Abbey Hall 

committee and PCC can be improved in the future. The outcome of these 

discussions indicate having a member of the PCC on the committee and/or 

expecting a representative to attend each PCC meeting and be involved in 

discussion would work to improve matters. But it is important the Abbey Hall 

committee respect the decisions of Mthr Catherine, the Wardens and the 

PCC.  

 

g) Please say who decided that the Abbey Hall should be appropriated as 
the Church Office. 

The Abbey Hall has not been appropriated as the church office.  It is of 

concern there are so many questions based on mis-information provided to 

the Diocese. 

 

h) The School Room owned by the Reverend William Papillon’s Charity 
was formerly used as the Church Office. Why and by whom was the 
decision taken to discontinue this use? 

The lockdown period demonstrated that in the short term a church office was 

not required.  Meetings  can be carried out over Zoom, in St Benedict’s and in 

houses when permitted by Covid rules. Unfortunately, because the Vicar isn’t 

in a fit parsonage there is no suitable space in her house for an office or 

meeting space. As part of the financial review, it was clear the Parish urgently 

needed to reduce costs and therefore it was decided to discontinue renting 

the school room. 

Prior to covid there have been ongoing discussions with the PCC in relation to 

the school room as an office. 

Excerpt minutes PCC meeting 16/01/2019 

7. Matters arising (Vicar)    
● Update on Matters Arising from the previous meeting 7 Nov 2018: 
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Item Action Owner Due date 
Page 2 Proposal to purchase Church notice 

boards, one at each entrance.   
JD to look at designs and brings 
suggestions back to next meeting.   

JD Next PCC 
meeting 

Page 3 MthrC to put together a proposal paper 
and write to Papillion Trust on behalf of 
the PCC, asking on what terms the field by 
Abbey can be rented.  
MthrC received a strong letter from the 
Papillion Trust regarding payment of rent.  
Need to look at this in more detail, the 
future of the schoolroom and how the 
Abbey Office can best be accommodated. 

    
 

 

 

PCC minutes 10/07/2019 

 

 

Letter from Standing committee summer 2020 
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i) Please describe any discussion which took place between the Vicar and 
the PCC on the one hand and the trustees of the Reverend William 
Papillon’s Charity before the decision was taken to move the Church 
office out of the School Room. 

The Papillon Trust is a charity which owns the Abbey School room and the 

meadow next to the Abbey.  These were left by Rev William Papillon for the 

religious education of the children of Wymondham.   

The PCC were tenants of the school room with the Papillon charity as 

landlords. There has been ongoing correspondence about the rent of the 

school room.  In April 2019 the Papillon Trust attempted to increase the rent 

from £800 to £14,000 per annum (see letter dated 20/04/2019 in appendix 

12g).  A more reasonable increase to £4000 per annum was negotiated but 

there was a proposal by the Papillon trust to increase the rent on a 

percentage basis over the coming years.  

With the reduction in fall of income, and the Abbey functioning well without a 

parish office an end of tenancy letter was sent on the 20/07/2020 (appendix 

12h). 

 

j)  The Vicar is understood to be a trustee of the Reverend William 
Papillon’s Charity ex officio. How many meetings of the Trustees of this 
charity has the vicar attended in 2019 and 2020? 

A number of the Trustees are complainants and have been part of the CDM 

process. They continue to write to the Bishop.  Settings are often held at 

trustee’s houses.Mthr Catherine was not comfortable to attend such meetings 

without an impartial person also present. This request was rejected by the 

other trustees.Therefore, Mthr Catherine did not feel comfortable attending 

these meetings. 

The Papillon trustees have been resistant to working with the Abbey and do 

not appear to respect Mthr Catherine as one of the trustees. They do not 

engage with the charitable purposes of the trust which are outlined below 

(taken from charity commission website  https://register-of-
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charities.charitycommission.gov.uk/charity-search/-/charity-

details/1016604/full-print) 

(I)IN OR TOWARDS THE PAYMENT OF A REASONABLE SUM FOR THE 

PROVISION OF A SUNDAY LECTURER IN THE PARISH CHURCH OF 

WYMONDHAM.  

(II)PROMOTING RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG 

PERSONS RESIDENT IN THE PARISH OF WYMONDHAM IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH THE PRINCIPLES AND DOCTRINES OF THE 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND BY MEANS OF A SUNDAY SCHOOL OR IN SUCH 

OTHER WAYS AS THE TRUSTEES THINK FIT. 

The trustees gave a small grant to Father Stephen to preach at evensong.  

This service was often only attended by a few people and as assistant priest 

Father Stephen would have preached regardless of this funding. 

The trustees do not recognise the changing ministry required for young 

people, particularly in these very challenging times. Mental health and 

wellbeing of young people is of very serious concern for the ministry team, the 

schools and the wider community.  In 2018 as a trustee of the Papillon trust 

Mthr Catherine highlighted the significant challenges for the young people of 

Wymondham.  Below is an excerpt – full document available in appendix 12i. 

“In June 2018, Norfolk County Council produced a “Community Monitoring Report” 

on South Norfolk. It looked in depth at the specific areas of Diss, Harleston, 

Hethersett, Loddon, Long Stratton, Poringland and Wymondham. The details showed 

that there are 4,997 school pupils in Wymondham. And here is the startling fact:  

The Wymondham school cluster area has the highest number of recorded anti-social 

behaviour incidents, compared with other school cluster areas in South Norfolk. 

The mental health of youngsters in Wymondham is a significant concern. There has 

been one teenage suicide and fifteen attempted suicides in the last 26 months. 

Wymondham College recently permanently excluded 8 teenagers for drug 

possession/trafficking”. (written in 2018) 
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The document goes on to propose the use of animals to improve the 

wellbeing of children and young people and help them find deep meaning and 

purpose in their lives.  The use of animals in this way is very well 

academically documented with an increasing number of establishments using 

them – including schools, hospitals, care homes and in the criminal justice 

system.  The trustees met with the Standing Committee on 06/07/2018 to 

discuss this proposal (minutes appendix 12j). 

However, the other trustees failed to listen to Mthr Catherine and indeed have 

been rude and dismissive of this approach.  Their view may have also 

influenced the Bishop as seen in excerpt of email below to Ruth Jackson (full 

email appendix 12k)  

“I read the letter from the Papillon Trust, and an accompanying email sent to me, as 
one of exasperation. It would be good if the unity that you are praying for could be 
lived out in the building of good relationships, which in the case of the Trust needs to 
involve the engagement of all Trustees with its work through their attendance at 
trustee meetings. This will help with any misunderstandings as the letter seems to 
indicate that there is a plan to graze alpacas on the meadows and tour them around 
schools.” 

This email was as a result of correspondence initiated by trustees writing to 

Bishop Graham after Ruth Jackson (on ministry placement) wrote to the 

trustees to enquire about the possibility of gaining access to the meadow for 

children’s groups during the summer. Correspondence with the Bishop was 

not necessary but meant Ruth then felt she should also correspond with the 

Bishop regarding this matter.  When Ruth requested a meeting, the trustees 

stipulated they would meet but Mthr Catherine was not allowed to attend, and 

it could not be held in the Abbey grounds and Ruth was not allowed to ask 

about the meadow. The trustees offered a small grant to hire inside space to 

hold a youth group – failing to listen or understand  the importance of helping 

young people find peace and happiness in nature, especially after long 

months of lockdown and continuing social distancing requirements. Full email 

correspondence is in appendix 12l   
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k) Please supply copies of the minutes of the Trustees meetings for the 
Reverend William Papillon’s Charity for 2019 and 2020. 
 

These minutes are available from the secretary of the Papillon trust. When 

Mthr Catherine has requested minutes of meeting she was not present for, 

this has been met with resistance. 
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Article 13 General 

a) Please say what has gone well in the life of the Benefice since 1st

January 2019, and how the Benefice hopes to build on these successes.

Despite the ongoing challenges as mentioned in these articles, Wymondham 

Abbey has flourished during the last two to three years, led by an enthusiastic 

ministry team keen to breathe new life into the Abbey church and the local 

community. A member of the congregation has taken up a ministry placement 

at Ridley Hall theological college and six members of the congregation have 

been registered as Authorised Worship Assistants, undertaking to study and to 

lead prayer and discussion groups.  

On her appointment, the Vicar set out what were to be her key priorities for her 

ministry in this parish.: 

– to develop the spiritual growth of the congregation
– to grow the congregation through services, prayer, and new
opportunities for worship
– to improve facilities in the church and grounds
– to serve all the people of the town of Wymondham and surrounding
area

Ever since her collation in 2017, Mthr Catherine, supported by the ministry 

team and PCC, has introduced many initiatives to enable spiritual growth, 

prayer, study, and inclusivity. New people have joined the church since 

January 2019 including during the time of Covid restrictions. The parish has 

held its own against a downward trend and numbers attending Feast Days 

have grown considerably as a result of engaging with the town through regular 

events, via the Internet, through our website and social media (Facebook and 

Instagram) 

Feast Day services in 2019 were exceptionally well attended, especially on 

Easter Day and the Christmas services with over 600 people attending the 

Crib Service on Christmas Eve. Mini donkeys at the Palm Sunday service and 

crib service drew people into the churchyard to see what was going on. 
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Prayer 
There has been a focus on enhancing the prayer life of the congregation with 

many opportunities to engage in prayer in different ways and for different age 

groups.  

Centering Prayer 
The weekly hour of relaxation in quiet, contemplative prayer is taught and led 

by Mthr Catherine, who has continued to provide this session by zoom since 

the start of Covid restrictions. It is well attended and very much appreciated. 

We look forward to being able to attend again in person one day. 

Prayer for healing 
This became part of a 10.30 service once a month. Any who wished for one-

to-one prayer for healing, came to the Lady Chapel immediately after 

Communion, to be prayed for by a Priest and an AWA. 

Prayer Desk 
A prayer desk was set up in the Lady Chapel with prayer request cards on 

which parishioners and visitors could write their requests for prayer and post 

them in a box. An AWA read these requests and prayed through them alone or 

with others. People were invited to ask, on their card, if they required a visit or 

'phone call from the Vicar. 

Children's prayer hedge 
The Vicar and team set up an attractive prayer station for children where they 

could hook prayer cards on a hedge. These too were checked and prayed 

through regularly. Both prayer stations, for adults and for children, were well 

used. They will be re-installed as soon as Covid restrictions allow a return to 

normal. 

New Initiatives 
The Happiness Project for young people 
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Learning of growing concerns regarding mental health issues among the 

young people of Wymondham, including depression, suicide and attempted 

suicides, Mother Catherine was very keen to respond by providing a group for 

High School children to meet together to enjoy a variety of activities and find 

peace and meaning in their lives.   

The sessions take place regularly, led by Mthr Catherine or Ruth Jackson of 

the ministry team, and each ends with a period of quiet reflection and prayer. 

There are 15 young people who attend regularly, and the young people are 

very keen to engage and welcome newcomers. There has been an enquiry 

from the youth worker at another local church, asking if their group can join the 

Abbey Happiness group, and enquiries from local families. There are plans to 

increase the capacity when possible. 

The Happiness group has continued throughout the covid period and can be 

read about in article 9. 

The Fellowship Group 
Set up in the Spring of 2019, consisted of fortnightly evening meetings, open 

to any who wished to join for fellowship, reflection on a theme, discussion, and 

prayer. A list of topics and materials can be provided. 

The group has continued on WhatsApp until we can meet again in person. 

We plan to resume when possible, extending extra meetings to recommending 

Christian reading and reviewing it. 

Abbey Scholars  
Thoroughly researched talks on religious themes, given by members of the 

ministry team and congregation, have proved very interesting and popular. 

All who attended said they had learnt a lot from these talks. These will 

continue to be offered and developed over the coming months. 

The Abbey Band 
Mrs Kay Dorling has been training and directing a band of volunteers to play 

for some of the contemporary family services. Musicians range from primary 

school age to adults in their 60s – children, parents, any who can play an 

instrument. It is already reaching a high standard and is much appreciated. 
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The band looks forward to playing for services more frequently once 

restrictions are over. 

Abbey Voices 
A group of young children, trained and directed by Tim Jackson, have 

contributed beautifully to our 9.15 services, and sang at the crib service 2019. 

Godly Play 
Godly play, introduced into the 9.15 service soon after Mthr Catherine became 

incumbent here, has become increasingly popular and not only with the 

children! It has been good to see a young teenager presenting most of these 

and also assisting with growing confidence in all services. 

Training of young people 
Mthr Catherine has made a point since her arrival at the Abbey as Associate 

Vicar, of including people of all ages in every aspect of the worship. Since her 

collation in 2017, the number of young people taking on roles in the church 

has grown and their contribution since the start of 2019 has been particularly 

welcome and appreciated. They have developed useful skills as thurifers, 

readers, and organisers. 

Interested youngsters will be offered even more opportunities to take on 

responsible roles in the future. 

Creativity Days 
A number of these were held in St Benedict's Chapel. Materials were provided 

for painting and modelling. We enjoyed a demonstration of bookbinding and 

the opportunity to try out those skills. Some people came just to read, write, or 

quietly reflect. Mthr Catherine responded to an enquiry about the use of 

rosaries by giving a talk for any who wished to learn. We look forward to these 

days resuming. 

Local schools 
Links have been made and strengthened with all the local primary schools 

resulting in a number of school visits both to the Abbey and Spooner Row 
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church. Christmas services (2019) were held in the Abbey for the children and 

families of Ashleigh Primary and Robert Kett school.   

Intergenerational community 
Encouraging the community to worship together building relationships 

regardless of age. During the lockdown, some of the young children and 

teenagers were matched with elderly people who were self-isolating or 

housebound. The young people wrote letters to them and many of the elderly 

people wrote replies and contacted us to say how pleased they were to have 

that contact with the young. Teenagers have assisted to deliver letters and 

packages to the isolated throughout the covid period. We shall encourage 

contact between young and elderly to continue when church services can be 

resumed fully building an inter-generational community. Both young and old 

have expressed a wish for this. 

Covid 
Throughout the covid time a number of initiatives were introduced to keep the 

congregation engaged.  This can read about in more detail in the response to 

article 9.  

Development of the website 
In addition to the usual necessary information there is a new emphasis on faith 

and spirituality – poetry, prayers, and a range of music (traditional church 

music and modern worship songs). In partnership with the Heritage Lottery 

Fund, the website enhances the experience of tourists and local people, 

encouraging them to visit through advertising online and the online virtual tour. 

The latter has been appreciated by many tourists at a time when the pandemic 

and also building repairs to the church roof prohibited visitors from entering. 

The shop has also moved online hoping to generate income for the Abbey. 

Improved facilities  
In the Abbey 
Mthr Catherine, with the support of the PCC and Standing Committee, has 
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improved facilities in the church: 

New sound system has vastly improved the quality of sound, enabling those 

with hearing difficulties to fully hear all parts of the service.  

A new lighting system is currently being installed. 

The re-opening of the West Doors has brought many benefits, affording the 

visitors a stunning view of the Altar Screen on arrival and more importantly, 

allowing people praying in the Lady Chapel as well as those attending the 9.15 

Sunday service to remain undisturbed. 

In the Abbey grounds 
Improving facilities in the grounds has provided a welcoming and encouraging 

space for the community. 

The grounds and paths have been improved, addressing safety issues, and 

making it a more friendly, attractive, welcoming, and spiritual place. 

Picnic benches were purchased. Visitors, townspeople, and dog walkers have 

been happy to see welcoming notices on them, and hung on the trees 

encouraging and inspirational posters. 

Prayer stations have been introduced offering space and ideas for people to 

reflect. 

The pop-up cafe run by a member of the congregation for two hours on 

Saturdays has attracted many people. It goes towards answering the needs of 

many lonely people. 

Spring bulbs have been planted and lights adorn the trees. 

During the Advent and Christmas season, it was good to see so many local 

people and visitors in the grounds, looking at the Nativity scenes and walking 

in the Advent spirals. These activities allowed people to participate in 

Christmas when the usual, highly attended services could not be held during 

this pandemic. 

There is now an accessible place for the burial of ashes, and a nearby bench 

for people who wish to sit there quietly and reflect. 

Please see these email excerpts received by the Abbey  

“Can I offer you sincerest thanks for the lovely Abbey Grounds. Shielding since last 
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February it is a treat to come into the grounds for some quiet time. How surprised we 

were to find the nativity set inside the large class window of the choir room. The stone 

side walls add an authentic touch!  Both Spirals are a delight, I trod both, but 

particularly enjoyed the one with the large tree trunk as centre, a lovely quiet space. 

The Abbey will have drawn many over centuries and it is comforting to sense the 

evolving use of the space, the tables and chairs are a great act of community and I 

truly appreciate seeing people using them.  It allows a weaving  of the non religious, 

those who don’t feel welcomed by the Church institutions, those who have religious 

backgrounds but struggle with the Institution, and those who are Christian and 

attenders. I could imagine the tables being one of the largest acts to have taken place 

to weave people together. 

Many thanks to all of you ordained and lay, who do the work to inspire and carry out 

these things, particularly in such difficult times.” 

and 

“Living just outside of Wymondham, we are regular visitors to the Abbey, even though 

we worship at a different Anglican Church.  I just wanted to write to say a huge thank 

you to the Abbey and to its Clergy for the thoughtful, imaginative and supportive place 

of Sanctuary it has always been, and never more so than during the Covid 19 

pandemic.  My family and I are constantly struck by the many ways the Abbey 

reaches out to engage with the local community.  The doors of the Abbey may be 

temporarily shut, but it's heart remains fully open to all. Thank you for the many ways 

you bless us.  Peace be with you” 

Events 
The yearly fairs held at the Abbey have been further developed and new 

events have been  introduced by the Vicar and organised by an enthusiastic 

team of our volunteers.These events have all proved to be popular, with high 

attendance and engagement with the community, as well as bringing an 

income to the Abbey. Sadly, this year it has not been possible to hold these 

events due to covid but there is hope for this year. 
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The Spring Fair 
For many years there has been a duck race by the Tiffey, but this has been 

expanded to include stalls and a café in the Abbey.  

The Veggie Fest    
At Harvest time – a festival celebrating God's bounty and promoting cruelty-

free food production. This took place in the church and in the grounds.  

The Christmas Craft Fair 
A range of stalls both inside the Abbey and in the Abbey grounds. 

Festal Wonder 
Coinciding with the town's Winter Fest – a number of activities were provided 

including a talk on cosmology and a grotto where children could hear the story 

of St. Nicholas. 

There are plans for a two-day event for the young people of the parish and 

town in the Abbey grounds in the summer, if restrictions have been lifted by 

then. 

Comments from local townspeople: 

“This church has changed. It has become like a centre of the community now” 

Steve, a local builder. 

“The events at the Abbey nowadays are making us feel Wymondham is a real 

community” a shop assistant in the town 

“I thought the notices in the churchyard would be about what not to do – it was 

such a refreshing surprise to see they are welcoming notices – that is so 

lovely” a visitor from Norwich 

“This place has come alive. We used to think nothing much went on here, that 

it was just a sort of historical monument.” a local 

“This Vicar obviously cares about all of us in the town, not just the church 

goers.” a long-term resident of Wymondham. 
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And to quote a letter to the EDP (Wednesday December 23, 2020): 

“It's so sad seeing Wymondham Abbey closed due to Covid19. However, it is 

very welcome to see that the Abbey people have added more picnic tables to 

the grounds for all to enjoy. Believe me this is very welcome not just on a 

summer day but even in the cold........Good on you Abbey folks!” 

We plan to build on this increasingly good relationship between church and 

town. This PCC are hoping to open up the use of Abbey Hall to a wider 

tranche of the Wymondham population than has previously been possible, 

with art projects, well-being, and support groups. 

b. Please say what could have gone better in the life of the Benefice
since 1 January 2019, and how the Benefice plans to address these
issues.

The constant feeling of firefighting, hostility and lack of support has resulted in 

ill- health, stress, resignations, and exhaustion for a relatively small team 

many of whom are volunteers. Leaks to the press and briefing against the 

Vicar, Wardens and PCC have been very challenging to deal with. 

The exercise of answering these articles has given us the opportunity to 

review current practice and reflect on how to improve. Communication has 

been challenging in the Abbey in part due to the ongoing difficulties with some 

parishioners undermining and obstructing the work of the Vicar, Wardens and 

PCC – as highlighted in these articles.  A PCC member (someone very critical 

of the Vicar and wider ministry team) falsely reported matters discussed at the 

September 2020 PCC meeting to Richard Butler - the Diocesan Secretary.  

(appendix 13a).  This highlights the ongoing difficulties the Vicar, Wardens and 

PCC are faced with. 

We recognise the need to work on communication between different groups 

within the church, and it is hoped the Abbey community can move forward and 

build trust which will make this possible. The Vicar has twice made a 

commitment to conciliation as discussed in article 2. The PCC minutes are 
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now being published (with confidential matters related to safeguarding etc kept 

separate). The membership of the Standing Committee has been widened and 

all PCC members are invited to attend occasionally.   We will review the 

structure and terms of reference of other groups associated with the Abbey 

that have historically operated quite apart from the PCC with the aim to 

improve the level of engagement and accountability between the groups. 

The relationship with some members of the choir and their choirmaster has 

also been well documented as difficult, as previously discussed the Abbey is 

keen to maintain a choral tradition which may well look different post Covid, 

when these are restarted there will be new cooperative ways of working which 

will include full compliance with safeguarding regulations. 

 We have been able to introduce a large number of initiatives (more than 20) 

over the last few years. The work would have been much easier and more 

enjoyable for all concerned if a small group of people with entrenched 

interests had been more willing to embrace change.  Precious hours spent 

answering letters of complaint and CDMs from the small minority, could have 

been put to far better use for the benefit of the majority of people in the parish. 

The Ministry Team, the Wardens, the Standing Committee, and the PCC as 

well as the majority of the congregation have a shared vision for the future of 

Wymondham Abbey as a thriving hub of the community, a place where it is 

evident that the message of God's love is central. 

c. Please say how the Diocese could have supported the Benefice more
effectively in the period since 1 January2019.
The Norwich Diocese clearly finds dealing with Mthr Catherine, the Wardens

and PCC frustrating as seen in much of their correspondence. The longevity of

the CDM process with the lack of care, compassion and understanding by the

Diocese in relation to the amount of stress and unpleasantness this has

caused has taken its toll. The Vicar and Wardens now find reading emails and

taking phone calls from the Diocese stressful. The tone of these emails can be
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abrupt and disrespectful and written without ascertaining the facts of the 

situation. 

(appendix 13b Letter from Archdeacon Steven Betts to Sybil Martin and Bernard Douglass dated 
17/06/2020 about opening for private prayer – mentioned in article 9) 

“I note that on your parish website there is a message which indicates that it is from 
the two of you, setting out a response to the possibility of the Abbey opening for 
private prayer. I am, frankly, astonished as to how misleading it is and the 
inaccuracies it contains. Indeed,  it seems designed to almost wilfully prevent 
people from accessing, or even thinking well of, the Abbey for the foreseeable 
future despite the clear possibility of doing so.” 

(appendix 13c Letter from Bishop Graham to Bernard Douglas dated 13/10/2020 in response to a 
letter where Bernard makes reference to a challenging parishioner) 

“I am disappointed that you feel the need to write dismissively about individuals 
and the wider community.  This seems to be very symptomatic of the present 
leadership of the Abbey and isn’t one the reconciling ministry to which Jesus calls 
us.  I urge you, Sybil and Catherine (who I presume have each had sight of your 
letter) to model a different way. 

(appendix 13d Letter from Bishop Graham to Standing Committee dated 15/01/2021  in response to 
request for extension for visitation) 

“I notice that yet again you seek to discredit and minimalize those who have made 
complaints and voiced concerns. The complaints made under the Clergy Discipline 
Measure about your Vicar, and the subsequent allegations about behaviours and 
the running of the Abbey, are serious matters made by sisters and brothers in 
Christ. I am surprised that you have yet to realise that. As members of the Standing 
Committee you have a duty to serve the whole people of God and take their 
concerns seriously.” 

Many more examples are available. On occasion Bishop Graham has 

unnecessarily phoned Bernard Douglass in the evening over matters which 

could have waited until office hours. This has caused unnecessary stress. 

Over the past 2 years it is our opinion that there has been sustained and 

persistent harassment of Mthr Catherine and the Churchwardens with 

increasing frequency as the Episcopal Visitation approaches.  

On 23rd December 2020, Mthr Catherine was sent documentation by the 
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Archdeacon Steven Betts of a CDM from the choirmaster Rob Goodrich who 

has been made redundant.  The Diocese decided not to proceed with this as a 

CDM and yet still sent Mthr Catherine the paperwork through the post with no 

warning, the day before Christmas Eve with a letter from Bishop Graham.  

 

The level and intensity of the Diocesan demands, the constant reinforcement 

to parishioners that Mthr Catherine will not conciliate, and their involvement 

with parish matters creates a hostile environment which could provide grounds 

for a constructive dismissal case for Mthr Catherine.  It should be noted that 

much of the documentation compiled for these articles has previously been 

seen by the Diocese. The repetitive asking of the same questions despite fully 

documented responses is a form of harassment and obstructs and stresses 

those involved.   

The document ‘Dignity in Ministry’ written in 2016 by the Norwich Diocese 

contains very good information relating to what constitutes harassment 

https://www.Dioceseofnorwich.org/app/uploads/2020/01/dignity_in_ministry_june_2016.pdf  It 

is of concern the Diocese does not follow its own policies. 

 

Since the visitation notice it has not felt possible to take any leave over the 

Christmas period due the time pressure to adequately compile documentation 

for this visitation. The PCC’s initial request for an extension (appendix 13e) 

was rejected by the Bishop (appendix 13f).  A 2-week extension was only 

granted after legal involvement. Please note every time there is legal 

involvement there is a cost.  

 

The commitment to provide ministry and pastoral care throughout this process 

(especially as we entered another lockdown) means Mthr Catherine and other 

members of the team are working into the evenings.  Such is the deep 

commitment to the love of God and the people of Wymondham.  

 

The compilation and organisation of CDM’s against Mthr Catherine in 2019 - 

many of which were unsubstantiated- was a misuse of the CDM process. This 

has also been covered in full in the response to article 2. The Diocese failed to 

offer adequate counselling services and continued to blame Mthr Catherine 
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publicly and incorrectly for a failure to conciliate most recently written by the 

Bishop of Norwich in letters notifying some parishioners of the visitation 

(appendix 13g).  The PCC itself was not written to. The ongoing costly legal 

process of the CDM matter currently totals £23,520. This has been borne by 

the Vicar with legal aid and generous private donations. 

 

Mthr Catherine has received hate mail and has had a car tyre slashed.  She 

has had to contact the police due to the intimidation by John Redfern. It should 

be noted this complainant put in the CDM in relation to Emma Neve. In 2017 

he had been written to by the Wardens due to his conduct at the Abbey 

(appendix 13h).  

 

Excerpts of hate mails 

“Leave Wymondham or this gets sent to lots of important people and SSM. 

There’s lots of people who hate your guts for what you have done to them 

and the abbey” 

 

“… As a steward of Walsingham X will no doubt spread the news of the 

Wymondham vicar.  Moves have also been taken to inform the SSM. I await 

to hear the result” 

 

“…Your ears must be burning, because young lady you are the talk of the 

town and Wymondham don’t feel good…..I don’t know how you have the 

guts to stand up in the pulpit………….some people may be praying for you 

but I am not one of them”  

 

The Churchwardens have also experienced harassment by parishioners. 

Sybil Martin was shouted at aggressively by Rob Goodrich, the previous 

choirmaster in December 2020.  A verger had to step in and ask him to 

leave. 

 

 

Excerpts of hate mail to Sybil Martin 

“The dismissal of Tom Warren is a scandal. If you have got any guts you will 
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resign” (this is in relation to Tom Warren resigning as treasurer) 

“..Everybody now knows what sort of person you really are Sybil.  You are a 

liar and a coward.  You are not fit to be a churchwarden and I think you 

should resign” (in relation to the Abbey piano) 

“…you are very incompetent and not fit to be a churchwarden” (in relation to 

the Abbey piano) 

The Diocese did not offer support either in relation to this or when the very 

humiliating headlines were published in January 2020. 

It is not acceptable for the Vicar, Wardens or any parishioner to be subjected 

to any form of verbal abuse and this would not be tolerated in any other 

working environment. It also demonstrates some complainants lack of 

willingness to conciliate. Ruth Jackson (on ministry placement) has twice 

emailed Bishop Graham with concerns of the attitude and behaviour of 

parishioners (appendix 13i).  

The Diocese has continued to accept complaints from some of these 

individuals.   

When positive messages of support for Mthr Catherine have been sent to 

Bishop Graham he has responded ensuring the author of the message is 

aware of complainants (appendix 13j).  Regarding letters of support sent for 

Mthr Catherine, we have been told, were dismissed as “orchestrated” 

A safeguarding case was raised against Mthr Catherine in Oct 2020 re-

investigating one of the CDM’s regarding Emma Neve, raised by John Redfern 

which had been dismissed, a complaint from the previous curate (2 years after 

leaving the parish) and a false allegation that Mthr Catherine and members of 

the ministry team shouted at a vulnerable adult but there were multiple 

witnesses to confirm this did not happen.  She was not allowed legal 

representation and the Safeguarding Officer Sian Griffiths did not follow a 

recognised model of interviewing instead using accusatory and intimidating 
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techniques which would not be acceptable in any other professional setting.  It 

should be noted Sian Griffiths previously advised the diocese that Mthr 

Catherine should be suspended due to the CDM’s which questions the 

impartiality of this process. The legal view was that the content of the CDM did 

not warrant suspension and this was an overstepping of advice. 

 

In 2017 Mthr Catherine raised a safeguarding concern after she was shouted 

at by the Archdeacon Steven Betts. Despite reporting this to the Diocesan 

Safeguarding Officer this was not met with the same level of scrutiny or dealt 

with by the safeguarding team at all (appendix 13k). 

 

As seen in appendix 13a Diocesan Secretary Richard Butler has been in 

correspondence with a member of the PCC who provided him with notes of 

the September 2020 PCC meeting without the PCC’s knowledge or consent, 

breaching the PCC code of conduct. These notes omitted key information and 

appear to be designed to undermine both Mthr Catherine and the PCC.  This 

is a further example of the Diocese undermining the work and ministry of the 

Abbey. 

 

The curate’s house which Mthr Catherine has lived in since 2014 is in very 

poor condition and there is very little engagement from the Diocese to resolve 

any of these issues despite repeated requests - photos can be provided. The 

kitchen was replaced in 2019 at the same time the Diocese were also 

compiling the CDM cases together – it seems very odd timing.  

 

The Churchwardens have also experienced harassment. In 2018 

Churchwarden Sybil Martin was accused of fraud after donating £10,000 left 

by her mother to the Abbey.  This was fully investigated by the Diocese and 

found to be completely unsubstantiated and false. It caused Sybil a level of 

unnecessary stress at a difficult and challenging time.  See appendix 13l for 

more information. Canon Chris Terry provided misinformation which led to this 

accusation, having been placed under pressure from the Diocese, questioning 

his professional role as an accountant and Canon at the Cathedral. During this 

process the Diocese also implied the governance and accounting of the Vicar 
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and Wardens was mismanaged and breached charity law.  When the Wardens 

insisted on legal representation the Diocese retracted their accusations.  

 

In 2019 Stuart Jones (Diocesan Registrar) sent an email to the wife of 

Churchwarden Richard Maguire making unsubstantiated and false 

accusations and threatened to damage her professional standing. This was in 

relation to her role within the PCC.  She was highly distressed by this.  

Richard Maguire contacted Birkett’s law firm indicating he would take legal 

action against Stuart Jones.  An apology was then issued.  Richard Maguire 

resigned as a churchwarden later that year after a meeting with the Bishop. 

 

The other wardens met with the Bishop in January 2020.  He had invited them 

to a meeting to pray and to work out a way to move forward. However, the 

churchwardens found the Bishop focused on negative comments about Mthr 

Catherine and was resistant to listening to their support of her.  

 

There is a continuing attitude of a minority number of parishioners who openly 

use the threat of ‘I’ll write to the Bishop’ when they disagree with the Vicar, 

Wardens and PCC. Rather than offering an impartial view or helpful advice or 

support for Mthr Catherine this has led to increasingly strong and unpleasant 

emails from those in the Diocese including the Archdeacon and Bishop. A 

small number of parishioners continue to write to the Bishop and appear to be 

able to influence the Diocesan view of Wymondham Abbey over and above 

other parishioners.  It is not understood why this loud minority are taken more 

seriously than other parishioners who write with encouragement. This is of 

great concern. 

This ongoing division is damaging to the Abbey, the ministry team, the 

volunteers, and the wider community.  Gossip and hearsay fuelled an article 

published in the Wymondham Magazine full of inaccuracies  (appendix 13m) 

(written about in article 12) This has enabled a member of the public to use 

the threat of the press when he is unhappy with his response from the Abbey. 

Please note this person’s query was raised in mid-December at a time the 

Parish was under pressure preparing for Christmas and the articles for this 
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visitation.  Rather than offering any assistance or advice to the Vicar and 

Wardens, the Archdeacon Steven Betts offered to forward the complaint to the 

Episcopal Visitation Team. 

(see appendix 13n for email correspondence). 

 

In a letter from the Bishop of Norwich to Ed Henderson (Lawyer LBMW) the 

Bishop expresses difficulty in establishing direct channels with Catherine and 

urges the visitation as a chance to review and set out plans for the future and 

for it to be a fresh start for the relationship with the Bishop.  We hope the 

Bishop may have been misled and badly advised which has influenced his 

view. The Diocese needs to understand the stress the CDM process has 

caused and work to support Catherine in her ministry. For good 

communication to occur, the Vicar, Wardens and PCC need to build trust with 

the Bishop and the Diocese. 

 We suggest the following to be considered: 

 

● The Diocese takes an unbiased approach to the issues at 

Wymondham Abbey 

● Correspondence is written in a calm, neutral way with no inflammatory 

language. 

● Everyone is listened to – the whole congregation and not just the 

complainants and every opinion given equal value. 

● Writers of complaints are advised to take their concerns to the Vicar 

and Wardens, not straight to the Bishop as this undermines the Vicar 

and exacerbates problems. 

● Taking the time to see all the good things going on here and 

recognising achievements and offering a few words of encouragement 

and help rather than assuming the worst and sending harassing, 

critical emails to the Vicar and Wardens. 

● The Diocese must actively support the role of a female incumbent 

against sexism in the workplace. 

● We must agree a zero-tolerance policy to rude, abusive, violent, or 

aggressive behaviour such as those used in the public sector. 
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● They need to recognise that  some complainants have been doing this 

persistently, over 20 years to all clergy and their families.   

They have refused to conciliate and continue to be obstructive. This pattern 

of behaviour will continue for future clergy unless this is taken seriously.  If 

this is not recognised the parish is never going to move forward. In the past 

the Diocese have supported the clergy in Wymondham when facing 

complaints and hostile behaviour from members of the congregation. It isn’t 

clear why this support has been withdrawn over recent years. We fear the 

hostility and failure to work with the PCC relates directly to the disputed 

vicarage which the PCC would like restored to the parish.  

There is speculation that a strong masonic presence in Wymondham 

contributes to the problems.  

Despite all of the differences with the Diocese, we are confident that they can 

all be resolved and hope that this Visitation results in clarity for all parties. 

We want to have a strong relationship with the Bishop and the Diocese built 

on mutual trust and good communication and look forward to discussing how 

that can be achieved. 

 
d. Please say what helpful support the Benefice has received from the 
Diocese since 1January 2019. 

 
We have appreciated the help and advice given to the Standing Committee 

and Treasurer by Sue Bunting, Diocesan Finance Officer, who has travelled 

to meet us, studied our paperwork, helped us address financial issues and 

has declared herself to be available for us whenever needed. 

 

Karen Hutchinson, Archdeacon of Norwich has been very helpful to the Vicar 

on the question of fixing the heating of her house.                                 
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Article 13 

General Matters 

Appendix 13 

a. Letter Barbara Randall PCC to Diocesan Secretary Richard Butler

b. Email from Archdeacon Steven Betts re opening for prayer

c. Letter from Bishop Graham to Bernard Douglass

d. Email from Bishop Graham to Standing Committee

e. PCC request for extension

f. Response from Bishop Graham to PCC request

g. Bishop Graham letter to some parishioners re visitation

h. Letter to John Redfern

i. Ruth Jackson emails to Bishop Graham

j. Bishop Graham email to parishioner

k. Safeguarding log of Archdeacon shouting

l. Sybil Martin response to accusation

m. Letter to Wymondham Magazine

n. Email correspondence complaining about garden of remembrance
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